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ABSTRACT 
The Dover Fault, characteriz~d by a 300-500 metre wide mylonite 
zone, forms the. boundary between the Gander and Ava ron Zones in 
' 
\ 
Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland. The Gander Zone, north~es twa rds of the . 
fault, is underlain by a basement gneiss complex consisting of 
, . 
orthogneiss and paragneiss. The gneisses are intruded by a variety 
""' . 
of granitic rocks including megacrystic granit~garnetiferous granite 
and gabbro; A strong, region~lly deveJoped, cataclastic foliiltion· is 
suoerimposed upon· the gneissic banding and overpri-nts some of the · 
granitic rocko;. Metasedimentary rocks form .a cover sequence to the . 
basement gneisses in t he northwestern part of the area. 
TheA.valon Zone, southeastwards of the Daver Fault, is 
underlain by Ha'drynian volcanic rocks whic~ are strongly foliated . 
Late Hadry,;)an -. Early · Cambrian Molasse rocks post-date the deform-
at.ion of the volcanic rocks . 
The Oovar Fault fonned in association with the regional cataclas-
' 
· tic foliation, both are products of a tectonic event which overpri nts 
the. Gander Zone and deforms the Precambrian vo 1 can i c rocks of tHe 
Avalon Zone. Thus . the main movement on the fault is Precambr ian . . In 
I 
southeastern NeWfoundland, the Hermitage Bay Fault, characterized by 
a 50-100 'metre wide brecci.a zone, ~orms the boundary between the 
Gander and Avalon Zones. Here, Paleozoic brecciation has destroyed 
,,. 
most of the original (mylonitic) structure. 
1he Gander and Avalon Zones form two major tectonostratigraphic 
belts which may be trace3 all along the southeas~ern side of the 
j 
'i 
/ 
\ .. 
'• :-'> 
App/tachian-Caledonian system . Precambrian orogenic activi'ty aff.ect-ing 
these two zones is 1 ike ly r~l a ted to the Cadomi att o.rogeny. 
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Frontispiece: The Dover Fault underlies the town of Dover in northern 
Bonavista Bay. The Gander Zone is to the left of the 
town and the Avalon Zone to its right, looking northeast 
along the fault. 
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CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1 Location and Means of Access ) 
"" 
. The map area is situa1[ed on the North-East coast of Newfound-
land in Bonavista Bay . It 11~ between 49°00'N and 4~0 45 ' N latitude 
and 54° l5'W ~nd 53°40'W longitude. The area includes Deer Island, · . . 
Lewis Islan~ Lockers llat Island, the shores of Freshwater ~ay and 
Lockers Reach in Northern .Sonavi s ta Bay . 
' The area is easily accessible by a paved highway which branches 
... . . " 
off the Trans-Canada Highway at Gambo. It crosses the area on the 
north side of Freshwater Bay and Lockers Reach . ~-coastal se-ctions and 
islands can be reached by boat. Logging roads and a major forest ' fire 
in 1961 made mo'st inl-and sections readil_Y accessiblA 
Towns in the area include Gamba. Dark Cove, Middle Brook, Hare 
Bay, Dover, and Trinity. 
1.2 Physiography \ 
The area is characterized by low lyjng hill~ and valleys. 
Maximum elevation is . 40~ feet above sea level but 'most .of the region 
lies between 50 and 300 feet . Nu~rous bogs and ponds fi l l the Vl l leys . 
~eithe~ the drainage network nor the trend of the coastline 
reflect the strike of the country rocks. · For the most part the co'Jst-
1 i ne (Freshwater Bay and Lockers Reach) cuts across the strike of rock 
units and is in part controlled by faults. Rivers (brooks 1n local 
terminology) run across strike roughly perpendicular to the coastline. 
• 2 -
,. 
draining from the larger ponds. 
Effects of Pleistocene glaciation are widespread. A veneer of 
·, 
till, variat:1'le in thickness ( 1-5m),. is developed throughout the area . 
Erratics are numerous and generally are composed of local rock types. 
The southwest end of Freshwater Bay contains numerous ~oulders and may 
~ represent an e11d rrora i nt In the . same a rea, near Gambo, an extens i ve 
"'tlutwash delta reaches 100' above sea level (Jenness, 1963), indicat i ng 
a rise in the coastline of at least that amount. Also, glacial 
striae, along with the tre~ds of valleys and coastline, ind~c~te ~hat 
--the Wiscons i n ice sheet moved eastwards in this part of Bonavista Bay . 
.. 
Before 1961 the area was covered with dense growths of spruce 
and f i r trees intermixed with deciduous vegetation. · !his . was mostl y 
destroyed in the 1961 fire arr along with it a viable pulp and pape r 
in~stry . However~drock ~posure has been greatly improved as t he 
result of soil erosion following the fire. 
1. 3 Geologi!jj,i!l Setting 
Newfoundland represents the northeast terminat i on of the 
Appalachian Orogen and provides an excellent cross-se~tion of Pre-
cambrian and Early Paleozoic rocks of that structural province . The 
• 
island has been subdivided 'into three broad divisions . From west to 
east they are, the Western Platform (Kay, 1967), the Central ,Mobile 
~ 
Belt (Williams, l964a), and the Avalon ~latform (Kay and Col bert. 
196 5) , ( Fig . l ) . 
Williams et al. (1972) proposed a more detailed sutxl1vjsi on 
- , 
., 
l 
-~ 
. .__ . 
f 
J 
3 
. . N 
0 80 Km. 
I 
Roy Fault 
Figure 1. Tectonostratigraphic zones of Newfoundland Appalachians 
(after Williams et al. , 1974) . · 
• 
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of Newfoundland Appalachians into nine tectonostratigraphic zones . 
These zones, from west to east, are lettered A-H (Fig. 1) and are 
~distinguished from each other by differences in Ordovician and/ or 
earlier depositional and structural history , 
A bri.ef description of zones A-His best facilitated by 
r 
grouping those which were clo~ely related during their development. 
Zones A, B and C (named the Lomond, Hampden •. and Fleur de Lys respec-
lively (Williams et al., 1974)) form the western margin of the 
' Appalachian System. There a continental rise prism of sediment of 
probable Eocambrian age was deposited upon Grenvillian cont inental 
basement. Distension related to t~development of the proto-Atlantic 
ocean is indicated by mafic dH:~s and v6'1canic rocks . This was 
followed by the development" of ·a carbonate bank in the Cambrian · 
along the newly f9rmed .continental marg;n. 
'(_ · 
Zones 0, E, and F (named the Notre Dame; Exploits, and ' 
' 
Botwood respectively) occur in the central part of the system. For the 
most part these zones represent Ordovician oceanic crust and volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks that were probably deposited upon oceanic crust . 
~: . 
This interpretation is supported by the pre'sence of Early Ordovician 
' ' 
ophiolite suites in the Notre Dame Zone. Post-Middle Ordovician 
history of the central part of the system fn~olved flysch infilling 
with contjnental volcanism and red bed deposition during the Silurian 
. ~nd Oevoni_an . 
' Zone G (Gander Zone) and Zane H Avalon Zone ) form the 
eastern part of the Appalachian system. · The Gander Zone cons ists of 
' .. ' 
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a continental basement compl~x (Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex· of 
Blackwood and Kennedy, 1975), overlain by a metasedimentary cover 
sequ~ce with minor metavolcanic roc ks . The cover rocks (Gander· Group) 
probably represent a continental rise prism of sediment. t~egacryst ic 
microcline granites intrude the basement gneisses. Garnetiferous 
granttes intrude both basement gneisses and the Gander Group. All 
rocks have been intensely deformed and together define a crystalline 
belt on the eastern -side of the system, c_omparable to the Fleur de. 
Lys Zone on the west. 
The Avalon Zone consists of a series of little deformed and 
metamorphosed volcanic and sed imentary rocks . Its Precambrian 
development is . re.lated to volcanism and flysch deposition (Love Cove 
. ........... 
' : ' ; 
Group in map-area) during a period of tectonic instability . This was 
/ 
followed by Late Hadrynian molasse deposition (Musgravetown Group in 
map-area). During the Cambrian the Avalon Zone was· a stab l e platfo rmal 
area. 
~ The Gander and Avalon Zone$ are separated from eac~ other by 
a major f a'ult, here termed the Dover Fault in Bonavista Bay · and the 
Hermitage B~y Fault in l:lermitage Bay (Fig. 2) . . The Dover Fault i s 
marked by a myloaite zone 300-500 metres wide. The Hermitage Bay 
, 
Fault is marked by a breccia zone, 50-100 metres wide, whil:h post-
dates the earlier mylonite zone (Blackwood and O'Driscoll, 1976) . 
Relationships acros~ the Dover Fault indicate that the Gander and 
Avalon Zones were juxtaposed during the Precambrian. 
The Gander and Avalon Zones are intruded together by Devonian 
\ 
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Figure 2. The Gander and Avalon Zones separated by the Dover-
Hermitage Bay Fault system (showing location of 
Figures 3, 5, and 8) .· 
N 
'.· 
·. -\; 
as wer1 as possibly Ordo¥'4cian granites. 
' .. 
Also metamOrphic detritus 
· ·preS1Jmably deri11ed from the Gander Zone is found in De11onian red-beds 
of the Avalon Zone. These are the only ·P.aleozoic links between the 
two zones. ' •. 
1.4 Gen~ral Geology 
The map-area i~ composed of three ' major g~ological elements 
(Fig. 3) . · r_h_ese are: c\1) the gneisses and g_ranitoid rocks of t he 
Gander Zone; (2) the 11olca(Jk and sedifTlentary rocks of the Avalon 
Zone; and (3) the Dover Fault Zone . 
) 
. ... . 
The gneisses of the_ ~nder Zone are ' considered part of a 
basement complex.,hey are cut by a variety of.ogranites that have 
subsequent~ b.een deformed; notably megacrystic m1crocl i ne granite, 
equigranular medium grained~granite and garnetiferous granite veins. 
Most of these roc_ks are ~onsidered to be Precambrian- in age . ·un-
deformed, post-tectonic, coarse grained granites also intru"de t he 
. ~ 
Gander Zone and are prdba.,bly' of Paleozoic age. 
. •' 
The A11alon Zone is underlain, in part, by vo.lcan ic flows 
•· 
and volcanogenic sedimentary rocks that ha~e been strongly deformed . 
• 
. , 
These rocks are i~ fauit contact with a much less deformed sequence 
of molasse facie5. The deformed volcanic rocks pre-date t he. depos i tion 
, ... 1 
of the fTlOlasse rock-'S of late Hadrynian age. 
The Dover Fault zone is underlain by mylonitized r.a nder antl 
Avalon Zone rocks. Post-mylonite bre~c iation is co~n . 
' ...... 
, 
, .. \ 
, 
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1 .5 Previous lolork 
The earliest work done in the map-area wa s by A.M. Chr i st ie 
( 1960 ). He made the f irst de tailed obs er·va tions on t he 1 itholoqy of 
the Mus q ravetown Grouo. He did not, however, me ntion t he Love Cove 
Grou r' whose type section was descr ibed ( further south ) by Widmer i n 
1949 . Chri st ie simply re f erred to the qne isses and granites of the 
Gander Zone i n the map - area as granitic rocks. 
Dor i ne; l95 5 , 1956, and 1957 t he area formed pnrt of a la rger 
n-.app inr: :Jrojec t of the _Geological Survey of Canada (Jenness, 1963 ), whi ch 
c learl/ de,1i neated the Mus q'ravetown Group and showed it fau lted aga inst 
~h~ L')·:e C0ve Group . Parts of the Bonav i sta Bay Gneis.s Compl ~x and a 
~llf' f. il c ry <;tic granite were interpreted, as being the "granitized" equi val en t s 
of the Love Cove Grouo. The Dover Fault was not delineated on these . r~1 a p 
~ 
sheets . Other oarts of the megacrystic qranite and the Bonavi s ta Bay 
Gneiss Comp lex were pla c ed in the Lower Unit of his Gander Lake Group . 
,...__,. 
In th e ma!' area Jenness described the~ as mi ca- quar tz 
oar<qneiss, mic a sc ~i st a'nd / or their granitized equiv~lents . Rocks on 
Locker.s)· lat Island were pl;aced in the Cambrian Random Fo rmati on on 
a~count of. the oresenc_e of quartzite. 
'rom 19,68-1970 the map area- again formed pa('t of a larger·study 
( Youn ct>- , 1970 ). He recognized and. named the Dover Fault as a na r row 
zone of fTl'yl on_i tes and 'brecciation . He interpreted t his fault as 
a wrench •3ul.t re l ated to the f o l.ding and deformation o f the Mus -
J ravet()wn Group . ~e pointed out t~at t he Dover Fault separated Mus -
.. 
gravetown and Love Go.ve rocks to· the southeast from granite and 
.... 
. 
\ 
... 
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migmatites to the nor thwes t . Younce interpre ted the Love Co ve Group 
as simply a mare i nt ensely deformed an~ metamorphosed versi on of 
~-the l-1usgravetown Group. He indicated the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex 
to be the result of rligmatizatitin of Ordovician shales of the Gander 
Lake Group by Devonian granites. 
1~ Purpose ?f Present l_~vestigation 
Before th i s study the boundary between the Gander and Avalon 
Zones was considered to be a fault, although i t s exact locati on and 
nature was unknown . The purpose of this investigation, then , was t o 
delineate the junc t ion and study the relationships between the Gander 
and Avalon Zones in northern Bonavista Bay. 
I 
\ 
I 
• 
{ 
- lO -
\ 
CHAPTER II 
LITHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION 
The map area straddles the boundary between the Gander and 
Avalon Zones·. Stratigraphi c correlation between these two zones is 
not possible; the only feature common to both being a strong, steep, 
cataclastic northeast trending foliation. This structure is ass oca ited 
with the Dover F au 1 t .. 
Due· to lack of correlation across the Dover Fault and strongly 
contrasting geological histories of the two zones, rocks of eac h wil l be 
described separately in this and subsequent chapte~. 
2. l Gander Zone 
2. 1.1, Bona vista Bay Gneiss Complex 
The term Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex (Blackwood and Kennedy, 
-1975) has been applied to the Precambrian? basement gnei,ses in the 
13onavista Bay Area . Within the map area, on the bas·is of field relation-
_jships, this co~plex may be subdivided into two belts, each characterized 
by a different gneissic unit . The distinction between the two gneiss 
belts is made on_ lithological and structural grounds . To the northwest 
.. 
paragneisses occur within the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex (S~uare Pond 
Gneiss, see Fig. 5). 
2.1.1.1 Hare Bay Gneiss 
... 
The term Hare Bay Gneiss is here proposed f or that 
gneiss belt wh ich forms a northeast trending, lithologically continuous 
map unit throughout the central part of the map area (Fig. 3). It is 
I j 
\ 
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bounded to the northwest by the Lockers Bay Granite. Simila r ly, in the 
southeast, it is bounded by the Dover Fault granites and the Newport 
Granite . 
The Hare Bay Gneiss has two main components: (1 ) a tonalitic 
I 
portion which is host to (2) gneissic xeno l iths of varied compositions . 
Most of the Hare,ay Gneiss consists of tonalite in the map area . The 
tonal i tic gneiss has a well defined, northeast trend i ng, gneissic 
foliation. This gneissosity is a metaoorphically segregated banding 
2-3 1TITl wide, and consists predominantly of alternating quartzo-
feldspathic and biotite (chlorite) bands (see Plate 1) . This banding 
must have been transposed several times and re-folding of the gneisos i ty 
is quite coiTI!lon in outcrop. 
The composition of the tonal1tic gneiss shows l ittle variation . 
The l i ght bands consist mainly of a quartz-plagioclase association, the 
plagioclase being oligoclase-andesine in composition. (NOte: This and 
all other plagioclase composition determinations were done using the 
. . 
Michel Le.vy Method) . The dark bands comprise lesser amounts o f qua r tz 
and feldspar with a predominance of biotite (chlorite) and locally 
muscovite . Epidote. sphene, apatite, zircon and opaques occur in 
accessory proportions. Potassium feldspar is generally rare but may 
occur locally as micrecl i ne arid orthoclase in proportions up to 30. 
per cent. • 
The xenoliths in the tonalitic portion of the Hare Bay Gneiss 
are var1ed in composition . These inclusions ~ange in size from a few 
millimetres up to several metres across. Most have a well def i ned 
gneissic fabric which is variably oriented within the xenolith and 
- 12 -
Plate 1. Well-banded Hare Bay Gneiss (Hare Bay). 
Plate 2. Paragneiss xenolith in Hare Bay Gneiss (Hare Bay). 
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arou~d which the external foli~tion in the tonalite gnei ss forms augen 
(see Plate 2).· 
The,bulk of these gneissic xenoliths are amphibolites. The 
amphibole is generally tremolite and/or actinolite. Biotite and 
' 
oligoclase/andesine occur in smaller proportions with minor quartz . 
. , . ~ 
Chlorite corrmonly replaces th,e amphibole with sericite, carbonate and ' 
opaques occurring in ~ccessory proportions. ~ 
Other xenoliths are psafllllitic to semi-pelitic 'in- composition . 
Biotite, muscovite, oligoclase and quartz are the main mineral con-
stituents with grearer proportions of mica in the more pelitic 
xenoliths .. Chlorite is after biotite but along with the opaques occur 
in accessory proportions. 
From the abqve account it would appear that the xent>liths 
v 
within the Hare Bay Gneiss represent an earlier 9neiss sequence which 
was later incorporated in the tonalite. The variation in composition 
and type of xenoliths suggest that this early gneiss was a paragneiss 
sequence . It is demonstrable that the internal gneissosity of the 
) . 
xenoliths shows different angular relationships with the -external fabric 
in the tonalite within one outcrop. This observation and the fact that 
the composition of the xenoliths is varied, refute any suggestion that 
.. -
the xenoliths are boudinized and ~otated dikes or inclusions which 
suffered the same deformational history as the tonali~e. Also,what 
may be original intru~ive contacts between tonalite and amphibolite 
gneiss occur in the southwest and northeast corners of Hare Bay. Hj:!re 
a large raft of amphibolite gneiss, ·so metres across, is intrud~ by 
small granitic veins which vary in thickness from a few millimetres 
) 
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towards the centre of the raft to several cent imetres on its margin. 
The veins grade in s i ze and profusion out into clearly recognizable 
tonalite gneis~ Thus the Hare Bay Gneiss represents two complexes 
of different ages: an early, possibly paragnei ss sequence which was 
subsequently ·tntruded by a tonalite and then intensiv~ly tectonized 
to produce a gneissic foliation in the tonalite . 
• 
' 2.1. 1 . 2 Jraverse Brook Gneiss 
~ 
The term Traverse Brook Gneiss is here proposed for 
that gneiss belt which runs throughout the northwestern portion of 
the map area (Fig. 3). Its soutneast margin runs parallel to the Hare 
Bay Gneiss, but is separated 'from the latter by the lockers Bay Grani t e. 
Its extent to. the northwest has not been delineated except in the 
extreme west where it is intruded by the Middle Brook Granite . · Other 
smaller granite bodies are contained within the Traverse Brook Gneiss. 
Their relationships with the gneiss will be discussed below . 
Like the Hare Bay Gneiss, the raverse. Brqok Gneiss has two 
main components: (1) a granitic h t to (2) mainly biotite and 
amphibolite gneiss xenoliths. Th granitic host is variable in 
structure and in· composition. Th foliatton in this portion of th.e 
. . 
gneiss unit may be represented by crude gneissic banding (see Plate 
3), a compo~ite schistosity or a single penetrative fabric. Thus, 
locally, an int~~sely sc'hi~tose granitic rock, rather· than true gneiss 
~Y comprise the Traverse Brook Gneiss . Whatever the manifestation, 
a tectonic fabric . is ubiquitously developed and has .a c6nsistent north-
east strike with a steep dip . Where the gneissic fabric is well 
, •. 
\ 
0 
f 
Plate 3. 
Plate 4. 
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Crude banding in Traverse Brook Gneiss (North Shore 
of Lockers Bay). 
Gneissic foliation of the Traverse Brook Gneiss 
forming augen around a xenolith of Hare Bay Gneiss 
(small island in Freshwater Bay). 
-- ---
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developed it consists of alternating bands of predominant ly qua rtz ~ 
feldspar rich- with biotite-m~scov1te rich baryds. Relative proport i ons 
of these minerals vary but ressentially all are represented throughout · 
the granitic host of the Trayerse Brook Gneiss. The rnain .composit ional 
v~ation is provided by the feldspars, since unlike 'the Hare Bay 
Gn~ss, microcline and orthoclas.e arequite CdlfiTlon in this gneiss belt . 
Thus the granitic host varies from tonal itic to monzonltic in com-
positiOI'J with most pota·ssium-feldspar-rich gneiss being granodior iti c . 
The ubiquitous plagioclase is oligdclase-andesine in composit ion and 
where it is the only feldspar the Traverse Brook Gneiss wou ld appear 
to be no different from the Hare Bay Gneiss. Chlorite may be present 
after biotite along with accessory sphene and\~atite. v 
For the most part, the xenoliths in t~e Traverse Brook Gneiss 
are like the Hare Bay Gneiss (see Plate 4). They exhibit a well 
defined banding which is disoriented with respect to the external 
gneissic or composite fabr~c. in the hos,t . . The majority of xenoliths 
are tonalitic in composition bUt generally have more ~iotite ~ 
.muscovite than typical Hare Bay Gneiss. Quar!Z and chlorite is 
present in varying amounts. Amphibolite xenoliths are identical to 
rafts of same in the Hare Bay Gneiss. 
The ~riter suggests that the Traverse Brook Gneiss is younger 
than, and represents a migmatized yersion of, the ,Hare Bay Gneiss. In 
an~as where the Traverse Brook Gneiss cannot be distinguished from Hare 
Bay Gneiss, it is likely that thes~ represent large rafts of preserved 
Hare Bay Gneiss . Tonaliti.c and a~phibolitic xenoliths would. represent 
the same except on a smaller scale. Sillimanite and cordierite >in 
,f 
···. 
... 
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quartz veins cutting some Hare Bay Gneis~ ctO!Jalitic xenoliths and 
, 
potassic feldspar (microcline-orthoclase ) in _: recognizable Traver5e 
Brook Gneiss indicate temperatures capable of anatexis of a muscovite-
b i otite-plagioclase-q~artz-gneiss (~re Bay Gneiss) to produce a mor~ 
granitic melt (Traverse Brook Gneiss). Subsequent defonnation 
produced a tectDnized host (schistose to gneissic) to xenoliths of 
older gneiss, now collectively referred to as the Traverse Brook Gneiis. 
Basic clots of hornblende and biotite also occur in the Traver'e Broo~ _ 
Gneiss (see Plate 5). These pods are not interpreted as xenoliths but 
probably represent restite from the migmatization process. 
A small body of granite outcrops within the Traverse Brook 
Gneiss on the west side of Traverse Pond (Fig. 3) . This rock ranges 
from quartz-monzonite to granite in composition. The K-feldspar is 
microcline and. the plagioclase has an approximate composition of An25 . 
Microcline and quartz represent 50 to . 80 per cent of the rock, 
d;pending where sampled. Biotite and muscovite are always present 
with chlorite after the former. Structur:aly this granite is identical 
to the host portion of the Traverse Brook Gneiss, i.e. composite t0 
single penetrative foliations. For this reason, and also compositional 
' 
similarities and the lack of clear-cut intrusive con~acts ~ith the 
gneiss, this body of granHe is postulated as being related to the 
.. -
-~igmatitic and deformational history of the Traverse Brook ~eiss. 
A much smaller body of granite, similar to that wes.t .of 
Travers~ Pond, outcrops on the south-centra 1 shore of Hare Bay· Pond. 
Bot bodies contain clearly recognizable xenoliths of Hare Bay Gneiss 
~ 
• 
\ -
I j 
f 
Plate 5. 
Plate 6. 
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, 
Basic clots (black elliptical patches) in Traverse 
Brook Gneiss. Also note xenoliths of earlier gneiss. 
(North shore of Freshwater Bay). 
Gneissic xenolith in Lockers Bay Granite. Here the 
granite is finer grained close to contact with Traverse 
Brook Gneiss (north shore of Lockers Bay). 
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but no inclusi0 ns similar to the host portion of the Traverse Brook 
I 
Gneiss are,found . Post-gneissosity feldspar (predominantly albite-
oligoclase) por~yroblasts are ~trongly developed in the gr)e is si.c 
xenoliths of the smaller body. A late, steep, penetrative fo l iat i on 
' fonns · augen around these porphyroblasts . The lack of "host" Traverse 
Brook Gneiss as xenoliths in these granite bodi~s. plus no apparent 
intrusive contacts between Qranite and gneiss except where the gneiss 
. 
is· demonstratively Hare Bay Gneis~. and similarity in defonnatlonal• 
~ 
s tyle s uggests that the migmatites in the Traverse Brook Gneis~ .and 
these two granite bodies are co~val. 
2. 1.2 Lockers Bay Granite 
The term Lockers Bay Granite is here proposed for that linear 
-intrusive body which occupies the l=entral ~o.rtion of the map area 
(Fig . 3). To the northwest it is in contact with the Traverse Brook • ., 
~~eiss and to the southeajt with the Hare Bay Gn~iss. The granite 
is clearly intrusive as can be seen . on the south side- of Lockers Bay 
,.where it cuts the Hare Bay Gneiss . There a finer grained chilled 
.margin is preserved adjacent to the contact with the gneiss. Dist i nct, 
fresh xenoliths of both Hare Bay Gneiss and Tra11erse Broqk G.neiss also 
occur in the Lockers Bay Granite (see Plate 6). Elsewhere the 
intrusive nature of the granite is camouflaged by autometasomatism . 
• This ,is best developed on Lewis Island where a gradational contact of 
several metres exists between the Lockers Bay Granite and the Hare Bay 
.. 
Gneiss. Microcline and plagioclase prophyroblasts o11erprint the 
gneissic foliation, co~letely · oblit.erating the gneissic nature of the 
, : 
I 
I 
' 
< .• 
. 
.. 
.... 
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..... 
C-- ~ country rock close to _gra~ite contact. Similar relationships ) 
e•ist between the g~:e and its gneissic >enoliths. The >e~ 
range from being completely fresh and unaltered to near ly comp l ete 
. . . 
assimilation by the granite. Porphyroblast growth in the ass imilated 
xenoliths is profuse allowing for preservation of only a "ghost" 
gneissic banding (see· Plate 7). The development of porphyroblasts 
on the margins and within the (granite suggests tttat the autometasomat-
is'm, which ·is local and .• always restricted to the Lockers Bay J;ra nite 
.1 . 
· and immediate contact rocks, is the most plausible explanation of th is 
..( 
ph'enomenonv. (l~.s: Pitcher, personal corrmunications, 1975). 
rhe metasomatic prophyroblasts predate a strong, penetrative, 
steep, northeasterly trending foliation in the Lockers Bay Granite. 
This follation forms augen ·around the feldspar rnegac.rysts in the 
gral'lite and aho t.bos! ~Which overprint the gneisso~i ty " in the . country 
rock. Leucocratic dikes wh·ich cut the Lockers Bay Grani~e locally' show 
porphyrob last i c microcline growing across the grallite.-dike contacts. 
Th~se nave been defntMf,d by the same fo 1 i at ion as the i..~ckers 
granite. Post-tec~onic dikes which cut the granite contain no 
porphyroblasts. 
Bay 
The Lockers Bay Granite is essentially a gr~nite, but locall y 
may fall within the quart~-mopzonite.range. It is. characterized by 
ubiquitous microcline 'megacrysts which range from 4-8 em long (s~e 
\ 
Plati 8). Locally plagioclase crystals are extremely large al)..d feld-
c 
spar represen\s approximaiely 40-50 per cent of the rock. The mega-
crystic nature of' the Lockers Bay Granite may in part reflect origina l 
' 
., 
-
·t 
Plate 7. 
Plate 8. 
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Profuse feldspar porphyroblast growth in a gneissic 
xenolith within the Lockers Bay Granite. Note - 11 ghost 11 
gneissic banding (Trinity Bay). 
Strong cataclastic foliation in Lockers Bay Granite. 
Note .. tails .. developed on the microcline megacrysts. 
This is typical of this granite body. 
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coarse ;::>henocr-ysts and as previously describ~d, in part most certainly 
reflect porphyroblast growth . 
The microcline crystals in plac·es contain i nclusions of 
~ quartz, pla_s.joclase, and biotite. St raining is severe with development 
of sutured grain boundaries between the quartz and feldspar. "'i c ro-
perthi.te stringers are COITillOn. Plagioclase (oligoclase) grai ns are. 
invariably sericitized with grain boundari~s similar to the microc l ine. 
The microcline megacrysts are ·sur_rounded by much finer grained 
au<trtz, plagioclase, microcline. biqtite a.nd chlorite i n order of 
decreasing abundance . Hie quahz is inte~sely.stra·ined a"d occ urs in 
elongated zones between the microdine megacrysts and also in their 
s train shadows. Biotite and quartz .are strongly oriented and define 
the tectonic foliation. · Corrmtmly, chl~rite is after bi otite . Sphene, 
zircon, epidote and .an ' opaque mi nera1 occur as accessories. 
2.1.3 The Dover Fault granites 
Several bodies of granite outcrop along the trace of the 
. 
Jover Fault on the 'Gander Zone side (Fig. 3) and are here informally 
I 
referred to~s the Dover)Fault granites (see Plate 9 ) . Within the ma p-
area these linear granite bodies always intrude the Hare Bay Gne i ss 
.to the northwest and 'grade into mylonites of the Dover Fault to the 
.southeast. Like the Lockers Bay Granite, the Dover Fault granites are 
overprinted by the steep, strong, penetrative northeast-trend ing 
fa 1 i at ion. With pro.l<imity to the DDver Fault, this fabric becomes an 
intense mylonitic foliation. Within the fault zone the igneous 
- 23 -
Plate 9. Dover Fault granite, moderately foliated (Hare Bay). 
Plate 10. Dover Fault granite showing strong cataclastic 
foliation (Hare Bay). 
-...... 
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character of these granite bodies is generally de~troyed and they are 
represented by a pink, in most places banded, mylonite (see Plate 10). 
The oradation between clearly recognizable granite and granite mylonite 
is well demon~trated by the body on the south shore of Hare Bay. Within 
this 'lranite there are narrow zones (1 to 2 feet) where the mylonitic 
fol ia'tion becomes quite intense towards ' the center of these zones and 
the aranite is replaced by a green mylonite with local feldspar 
porohyroblasts . The green color is due to the introduction of chlorite 
anct·epidote, a conmon occurrence where Ute granite has undergone 
severe cataclastic defonnation. 
TtJe granite bodies at Dover and northe,ast of Dover show 
similar relationships to that of Hare Bay. ' However, the Dover Fault 
granite on the south shore of Freshwater-Bay, although similar 
lithologically, does not show the same intense defonnation as the 
other~ . Its foliation is locally developed only becominq mylonitic 
w·ithin the fault zone. 
The Dover Fault granites are conspicuous in that they always 
occur on the Ga{lder Zone side of·the Dover Fault and follow the fault 
wherever seen. This would suggest that a zone of weakness was present 
before the l)ranites were emplace-d and controlled the .localization of such 
' . 
bodies. Thus the Dover Fault granites probably post-date the initiation 
of the fault zone and may be of varying ages. T.he granite on the south 
shore of Freshw~ter Bay for example, is likely to b.e somewhat younger than 
the others and is affected by a later, less intense ·episode of flattening 
"" a ldflg the ()over Fault. 
/ 
The Dover Fault granites are medium to coarse g·ra.ined, roughly 
' 
equigranular bodies and are quite rich in quartz, generally exceeding 
20 per cent. Microcline and orthoclase are the main feldspars . 
oc<;urring in proportion up to SO per cent. Plagioclase ( An35 ) is 
always present and may represent 20 per cent . Chlorite and sericite 
range from accessory proportions to 10 per cent w\th chlorite after 
biotite . CorTillOn accessory minerals are sphene, biotite, opaques, and 
:. 
epidote . Epidote also replaces allanite_, a few grains of which have 
' . 
been found in a 11 the Dover Fault granites. The effect of the cata-
clastic deformation upon the Dover Fault granites is a strong myloniti.c 
foliation. This fabric is defined by elongated, s~tured quartz' 
grains with oriente'd chlorite and sericite. Feldspar becomes finely 
' 
conminuted and is also preserved as porphyrcclasts. 
• 
2.1.4. Middle Brook Granite 
The northwest corner of the map-area around Middle Brook is 
underlain by an undefonmed, coarse-grained, porphyritic granite called 
the Middle Brook Granite ('Strong et al., 1974). On its nortt.est 
margin. this granite intrudes paragneisses of the Bonavista Bay 
• < 
Gneiss Complex (Fig. 3). This contact is excellently exposed where 
it crosses Middle Brook (see Plate 11), approximately 1 mile up-
, 
stream from the coast. The granite is chilled against the paragneiss and 
.. 
the latter locally shows cordierite prophyroblasts. The intrusion of 
the Middle Brook Granite and its associated metaroorphic aureole quite 
. . 
, , 
II 
. 
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Plate 11. Sharp contact between paragneisses and chilled 
Middle Brook Granite (Middle Brook). 
Plate 12. Veins of Middle Brook Granite (parallel to knives) 
cutting deformed porphyritic granite. The veins 
show a weak marginal foliation (north shore of 
Freshwater Bay). 
' 
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clearly post-dates all structures in the paragneiss. 
On its southeast margin the Middle Brook Granite intrudes 
post-tectonically the Traverse Bro6k Gneiss. Numerous gneissic I . • 
xenoliths occur within the granite . · Near the contact with the gneisses 
quartz in the granite exhibits a blue tint presumably due to mild . 
straining close · to the contact. A short distance from the contact a 
weak foliation is developed in the Middle Brouk Granite, trendi ng 
approximately N20° E. On the north shore of Freshwater Bay wnere the contact 
. . 
is exposed at the coastline, the Middle Brook Granite appears to 
intrude post-tectonically a strongly deformed porphyritic granite 
bo~y. The latter may be related to the granite bodies within the 
Traverse Brook Gneiss and underlies Air Island as well as irmediately 
r----
onshore on the south side of Freshwater Bay {Fig. 3). The fabric in 
this granite is the regional cataclastic foliation which trends Nl0°W 
in this area . Dikes similar to the Middle Brook Granite and pre-
sumably re~ated to it cut the deformed granite post-tectonically 
(s~e Plate 12). Since superficially both granites look similar and 
since the Midd.le Brook does exhibit a weak fabric close to the contact 
it is not always easy to differentiate between these two granites 
al"ong this part of the contact .. Also, on the south shore of Freshwater 
., 
Bay, lack of exposure is an added problem. However, the difference 
in trend between the regional foliation in the deformed granite 
(Nl0°W); the conformity of the latter wHn the gneissic and ca.ta-
clastic foliation to the east; the clearly undisturbed margins of 
the Middle Br-ook Granite elsewhere; and the presence pf Midd-le Brook 
~ ( 
l 
n : 
,, 
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granite: I ike dikes cutt1 ng the deformed rock post-tectonically, strongly 
• suggest that this granite is a completely post-tectonic intrusive 
body. 
The Middle Brook Granite is consjstently coarse gra i ned with 
feldspar crystals up to 5 em_ ~cross giving it an ub iquitous por-- .. 
phyritic texture . Both orthoclase and plagioclase (An15_20 } form ..... 
' 
the feldspar and unlike th~t in the Lockers Bay Granite show no 
evidence .of being prophyroblastic. Perthite intergrowths are c01m10n 
in the orthoclase . The plagioclase shows excellent zoning and i s 
' · ' 
rarely heavily sericHized / Qua..,.rtz is relatively fresh with curved 
or embayed grain boupdaries co11100n to all ninerals. Biotite is 
/ 
/ .. 
generally present with a'ccessory apatite, chlorite and opaques. The 
. I 
ro.ck falls in the granodiorite-grani_te range. 
. . 
area. 
found 
2 . 1. 5 Garnetiferous Granite 
' . 
Garnetiferous gran[· s are quite common throughout the map-
Although n~t importa t volumetrically this rock type may be 
as veins cutting the are Bay and Traverse Brpok Gneiss, the 
Lockers Bay Granite (see Plate 13) and other defonned granite bodies. 
~ 
These veins post-date the · gnehsic banding (see Plate 14) but pre-
date the steep cataclaS'tic foliation 'that affects all these rocks 
(see Plate 15). A few veins of garnetiferous granite have been 
found cutting the Middle Brook Granite. Both host and. garnetiferous 
grani~e show no deformation in these rare occurrences (see Plate 16) . 
Thus the garnetiferous granites are likely to be of at least two ages: 
) 
\ 
Plate 13. 
Plate 14. 
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Garnetiferous granite vein cutting the Lockers Bay 
Granite pre-tectonically (south of Lockers Bay). 
Garnetiferous granite vein cutting gneissic banding 
in the Traverse Brook Gneiss (Traverse Pond). 
Plate 15. 
Plate 16. 
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Garnetiferous granite vein cutting Hare Bay Gneiss. 
The vein shows the late cataclastic foliation which 
overprints the gneissic banding (Hare Bay). 
Undeformed garnetiferous granite vein cutting Middle 
Brook Granite (Traverse Pond). 
.. ~ 
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,one pre-dating tHe cataclastic deformation.when introduction of such 
granitic material was widespread; and one post-dating the -Middle Brook 
Granite, itself a post-tectonic body. The .younger veins are rare . 
Undeformed garnetiferous granite veins may rarely be found cutting 
the deformed rocks as well. 
' . 
The garnetiferous granite veins a~e generally aplit ic but 
may also be pegmatitic. They are generally characterized by a white 
color and conspicuous, rose~colo~ garnets. Plagioclase ' i s 
ubiquitous and may represent 20 pe~ cent of the rock. Both microcline 
and orthoclase occur in proportions up to 35 per cent. ·All veins are 
rich in quartz (generally 35-40 per cent) and muscovite is present in 
·all aplite veins sampled, representing greater than 5 per cent. Large 
'\ . 
muscovite crystals occur locally in the pegmatite veins. Garnet, 
apatite, biotite (chlorite) and sericite occur in accessory pro-
portions. Host of t.he garnet~ are subhe'dral to .euhedral (see 'Plate 17) 
\ 
and the foliation forms a~getl around them. The fol fat ion is generally 
. ' 
cataclestic, being defined b~ elongated, sutured grains of .quartz and 
feldspar and oriented lll.lscovite. The vejns may vary from granodiorite 
to quartz monzonite in composi,tion. 
2. 1,6 Foliated medi~ grained granites 
At Trinity Bay in .the nOrtheast part of the map area (Fig . 3) 
fine grained, . r ughly equigranular granites intrude the Traverse Brook 
intrudes the ~ontact of the Lockers aay Granite 
and the Traverse Bro Gneiss. The latter is characterized by the 
:·, 
presence of variable amounts of bio,ite. Also, it has the same 
' I 
,· . 
Plate 17. 
Plate 18. 
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Euhedral garnet in a garnetiferous granite vein 
(crossed nicols). 
Massive, coarsely porphyritic, Newport Granite 
(Lewis Island). 
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fGliation as the Lockers Bay Granite wHich becomes mylonitic in n,arrow 
zones within the equigranular biotite granite. The other bodies 
contain muscovite. are genera 11 y 1 eucocrat i c, and the intensity of 
the fabric within them ~aries. 
2.1.1 Newport Granite 
The granite that underlies th~ eastern half of L~wis Island 
in Trinity Bay and onshore north of that island (Fig. 3) forms part 
of a ~r pluton known as the Newport Granite (Strong et a l. , 1974). 
This granite intrudes post-tectonically the Hare Bay Gneiss and t he 
Lockers Bay Granite. 
The Newport Granit~ is an extremely coarse grai~ed porphyritic 
pluton (see Plate 18).; The _feldspar crystals are predominantly 
orthoclase (up to 40 per cent) with .local development of oligioclase 
(up to 20 per cent). These crystals are ge~rally square and 
.surrounded b~ma ller grains of quartz and biotite. The quartz- shows 
little straining with only local development of undulose extinction. 
The biotite shows ra.gged grain boundaries. Sericitization is prevalent 
in the plagioclase~ 
Close to its· contact with the country rocks the Newport 
,. . 
Granite becomes weakly foliated. This makes it d'ifficult superficially 
. .• 
to diStinguish.trom the Lockers Bay Granite along, the contact between 
the two . However, it is possible to distinguish xenoliths of.the 
ranite within the Newport Granite close to the contact 
C) 
conclusively the post-tectonic intrusive 
I 
, l 
. • 4oo-
( 
;. 
i 
/ 
Plate 19. 
Plate 20. 
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Lockers Bay Granite xenoliths with strong foliation 
(pencil) surrounded by undeformed Newport Granite. 
(North shore of Trinity Bay). 
Foliated crystal tuff, Love Cove Group (peninsula 
south of Hare Bay). 
• . 
I 
f 
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nature of the latter. 
2.2 Avalon Zone 
,. 
2. 2.1 '$ love Cove Group 
The term Love Cove Group was proposed by Jenness (1963) for 
two narrow belts of metamorphosed and deformed volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks that strike in a northeast-southwest direction in aonavista Bay 
and continue southwards for seileral kilometres. In the map area the 
~ove Cove Group forms a narrow continuous lithological unit that runs · 
throughout the central part of the map area (Fig. 3). It is bounded 
to the northwest by the Dover Fault and is in fault ·contact with the 
I 
Musgravetown Group to the southeast. ·rotal exposed width does not 
•) 
exceed 2 kilometres. 
For the most part the love Cove Group is represented as a 
. . 
series of acid pyroclastic rocks and flows : with minor interbedded 
se~iment-ary rocks. Locally, intermediate to Q1c1fic volcanic rocks 
occur. Crystal tuffs ~re co~n (see Plate 20) throughout the 
sequence showing broken feldspar crystals in an acidic matrix. A 
crude primary banding is also developed along with local ep idotized 
volcanic bombs. These tuffs are interbedded .with cherty horizons and · 
A') 
1ocally contain lenses of v~ry f1ne, laminated, tuffac~us sedimentary rock. 
The latter · Jocally 
I i.e. slump folds. 
,.I 
shows evidence of s.9ft sediment deformation • . 
Flow banded and porphyritic rhyolites are common units and 
.J 
"" ' \ 
) 
I . 
"t 
·, 
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are con~nonly interbedded with the crystal tuffs. Locally, possi ble 
ignimbrites are present, i.e. due to severe tectonic overprinting it 
is difficult to determine whether or not the flattened fragnents have 
a pr imary component. However, tt.ere does appear 'to be an eutax i tic 
structure developed. Coarse grained agglomerates (see Plate 21 ) 
are w~ll exposed south of Dover 
of autobrecciated rhyodacite. 
along with the only occurrence 
A small band of medium grained sandstone occurs in a t igh t 
syncline on the peninsula south of Hare Bay . ·Such occurrences of 
coarse, clastic material are rare. The southeast shore of the same 
peninsula is underlitin by a series of fine-grained, well lami nated 
tuffs. Presumably tl~se were water lain and may well have been re-
~ worked. 
..._ 
,, 
..., .. 
Bed1\ng is difficult to discern i n the volcanogenic sediment-
ary rocks. ~re developeq itvaries from a feW millimetres th ick in 
I 
the fine tuffa¢_eous bands to several cen,timetres in the coarse crys_tal 
tuffs. The interbedded volcanic flows are several metres thick (up 
to 100 metres) but generally thinner than t he tuff units (up to 500 
metres). 
The Lqve Cove Group ""1s deformed by an intense cataclastic 
foliation . This fabric i.s ste~p. northeast trending a nd passes 
gradationally into mylonites of the Dover Fault . Within the Love 
Cove Group it is a)(ial planar to isoclinal, uprigt)t, moderately 
plunging (NE) folds . The cataclastic nature of the defonnation makes 
s ubtle destinctions between volcanic units difficult in thin sect i on . 
\ . 
. , 
Plate 21. 
Plate 22. 
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Coarse agglomerate in the Love Cove Group. Looking 
on a steep foliation plane (Dover). 
Coarse sandstone showing graded bedding in the 
Musgravetown Group (south shore of Content Reach). 
' 
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In fact only two b-r._oad categori~s emerge: the acid flows and the 
volcanogenic sediments. In the former. phenocrysts. are reduced to · 
., 
porphyroclas~f ~ligoclase and orthoclase. 
broken an~sp laced with a severely sutured. 
These crystals are 
elongated quartz•-dch 
groundmass. The latter defines a penetrative foliation which forms 
augen around the broken crystals. Sericite and locally, chlorite 
are present and in part define 'the fabric. In the autobrecciated · 
rhyodacite epidote and leucoxene occur in accessory proportion·s, but 
are restricted to t~ ma·~rh. 'By volume the most important volcanic 
unit in the Love Cove Group is the crystal tuff. The original shape 
of the crystals have been destr~yed by the' cataclastic defo~tion and 
are now resolved as porphyroclasts . Generally plag iocalse ( 
forms the larger porphyroclasts surrounded by a very fine matrh of 
. -
chlorite, epidote, sericite, quartz and fine felds-par. The matrix 
may contain 80 per cent epidote, sericite and chlorite. The finely 
laminated sedi~~~entary rocks show no porphyroclasts and the laminations 
" aft defined by epidote, sericite and chlorite. The classification 
of these rocks as tuffs. flows. sediments. etc. is based mainly upon 
field observations'. In thin section. the effects_ of severe cata-
clastic de.fonnation has destroyed all but the coarsest primary 
textures. 
2.2.2 MusQravetmm Group 
The tenn Musgravet~ Group was proposed by ~yes (1948) for 
a thick succession of red and green clastic sedimentary rocks and 
. • 
' 
' f f 
• 
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.interbedded volcanic rocks in Bonavista and Trinity Bays. Jenne·ss 
(1963) extended this group into n.ort~e.rn Bonavista Bay. Within t~ 
field area the Musgravetown Group underlies the south.ern shore of 
lockers Bay Reach, ' lockers Flat Island and Deer Is '!land (Fig. 3). Its 
northwestern .margin is in fault , contact with the love Cove Group 
approximately 1 km west of Cat Bay Gut . Its boundary to the southeast 
is. not exposed in the map area. 
This Group has not been studied· in great detail by the wrHer 
and, hence, has not been subdivided. into formations in this study. 
However, in general, the lowest part of the Musgravetown Group exposed 
in the area outcrops on the south shOre of Lockers Reach. There, 
essenti:ally .we}l bedded green· and red sandstones outcrop (see Plate 22). 
The sa~dstone beds vary from 15 to 30 em thick and locally contain 
pebbly horizons. Minor interbedded shales and siltstones also contain 
sandy lenses. 
Ov~rlying the greenish sandst~s is a r~d, ' coarse con-
• 
glomerate (see Plate 23). .Poorly bedded (.locally beds are 1 to 2 
metres thick), this congl01erate contains pebbles of_rhyolite, sand-
s_tone, acid pyroc.lasti~ rocks and volcanic flows, jasper, granite and 
red shale fragments. Volcanic detritus predominate and some of the 
pebbles look similar to deformed rocks of the love Cove Group. (In 
the sout~ the ~sal cpnglomerates of the Musgravetown Group are quite 
rich in detritus identical to the deformed rocks of theolove Cove 
Group). Locally minor red s~ndstone be1s several cent1metres thick 
are f nterbedded with the red cong 1 omera{e. 
Rocks on Lockers Flat Island and 1n the core of a sync11ne 
0 
' 
' 
. ...... .. ,;Qo;·, I . ....... ;...,. , ~ . .. . .... 
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Plate 23. 
Plate 24. 
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Conglomerate within the Musgravetown Group (south 
shore of Content Reach). 
White quartzite bed interbedded with grey sandstone 
at its base (Musgravetown Group?, west end of Lockers 
F 1 at Is 1 and) . 
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intnediately onshore (Fig. 3) post-date the red conglomerate unft and 
consi,st 6f greyish-green shales and sandstones . These rocks do not 
differ too gr.eatly from those underneath the red congl~merate. · ~wever, 
the presence of a white q~artzite bed some 3-5 metres thick on the 
western end of Lockers Flat Island (see Plate 2,4) has led Jenness 
(1963) to conclude that th~se rocks belong to the Random Fonnat ion. 
The quartzite bed itself is interbedded auts base with grey sandy 
beds and shales, i.e. contact is gradational. 
The rocks on Deer Island would appear to be part of the same 
sequence but their position is unknown. There, also, the Musgravetown 
Group is characterized by reddish grey sandstones and shales with - red 
conglomerate horizons. Bedding thickness is similar . to that· prev iously 
I 
described. 
Group. 
Primary .sedimentary structures are common in the Musg~own 
Cross-bedding, slump-folding, ripple-~~~arks (see Plate 25}, · 
channel structures and graded bedding are all represented . The only 
tectonic structure is a slaty cleav·age which is preferentially 
developed in the fine grained beds. The coarser beds generally 
exhibit a weak fracture cleavage. The cleavage is axtal planar to 
broad, open, northeast plunging folds. · This deformational style and 
intensi;?, contrast sharply with the love Cove Group which is separated 
from the Musgrave town Group by a fault. 
2. 3 Dover Fault Zone 
The Dover Fault forms the southeas t~rn 1 imit of the Gander 
t 
.t 
r 
1 
f 
f. 
j 
Plate 25. 
Plate 26. 
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Ripple marks in fine sandstone of the Musgravetown 
Group? (Lockers Flat Island). 
Mylonite within the Dover Fault Zone (section north 
of Dover). 
• 
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Zone and the northwestern 1 imit of the Avalon Zone, runn•ng in an 
apparent northeast curved direction thr.oughout the centra 1 portion 
of the map area (Fig. 3). Its true width is not easily defined but 
is generally taken to include m,xlonitized rocks whose protoliths 
are difficult to determine .. "'Fortunately continuous e"posure does· 
make it possible, except within the fault zon~. to say whether· the 
mylonite had a Gander Zone granite or a love .cove volcanic rock as a 
protolith . On this bas.is the fault zone varies in widtb from 300-500 
metres. . / 
As prev_ious ly described, the Dover Fault granites grade nto 
, ' 
mylonite Of the Dover Fault Zone. A~ the grain size" the granit 
cataclast·ically reduced the rock becomes banded, .superficially , · 
resembling rhyolite (see .Plate 26). Locally, the growth of epidote 
and chlorHe may give this ro~k a green color. When this occurs it 
is very diffi_cult to distinguish from cataclastically deformed crystal 
tuffs of the Love Cove Group which grades illto the fault from the _ 
other side. Thus there is a portion, within the central part of the 
Dover Fault Zone where only mylonit1zed rock exists and distinction 
between Gander and Avalon Zone rocks is impossible. 
The best exposed cross-section throughout the Dover Fault is 
the coastal section north.-east ()f Dover. There all gradat4ons 
described above are represented. Also protoliths of a Dover Fault 
granite and crystal tuffs of the Love Cove Group are preserved within 
' the fault zone. These Pt:'Otol1ths are rep.resented as blocks (greater 
, f than ~0 metres acrossJ surrounded on either side by mylontt1zed 
. 1 
\. 
: 
i 
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rock of uncertain origin. 
The mylonitic fabric within the Dover Fault is intense, 
generally subvertical and trends in a northeast direction. It 
~ 
pass,es northwestwards into the late cataclastic foliation which 
overprints the gnei.sses and defo:s the Lockers Bay Gr_ayte of the 
Gander Zone and southeastwards becomes the. single, penetrative, · 
cataclastic foliation which defonns the Love Cove Group of the Avalon 
Zone. Locally the mylonitic folta\ion is folded by. upright, small.:. 
scale folds. These are rel_ated to drag folds along later faults, . 
within the zone. 
The Dover Fault is . conspicuous as a topographic feature wtthin 
the map area. It is a zone of low relief which is co~oll,.edby the 
post-mylonitic brecciation that occurs along the fault ~ne. This 
. 
brecciation may, in part, be relat~ to fluJdization processes, since 
the disodented mylonite fragments are not bo~n9ed by shear surfaces 
but "float" in a massive. chloritize~ 'matrix (see Plate 27). The 
formation of epidote fn the most finely comminuted rocks may be 
related to. this process. 
.:o ' ' 
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Plate 27. 
Plate 28. 
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Brecciated mylonite within Dover Fault Zone (section 
north of Dover) . 
Cataclastic foliation (defined by elongated quartz, 
oriented biotite, and comminuted microcline) forming 
augen around the large K-feldspar megacrysts in the 
Lockers Bay Granite. (crossed nicols). 
... 
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.CHAPTER III 
. ' . 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
.. 
3. 1 Introduction 
T~e ~st prevasive structure in the map-area is a fine, 
penetrative cataclasti'c foliation 'wtfich is cort111o~ to both the Gander 
and Avalon Zones . -Within the Gander Zone t~is foliat i on ~s superimposed 
upon the gneissic banding of ,the Bonavista Bay Gne-iss Complex and is 
strongly developed in ~orne of the granites which post-date the gneisses 
eg. the Lockers Bay granite and the Dover Fault · granite. Within the 
Avalon Zone the same cataclastic foliatfon is axial planar to isoclinal 
folds of the Love Cove Group. The Dover Fault is a major mylonite 
zone marking the boundary between the Gander and Avalon Zones . 
Structures' wh1ch post~date thi regional ca~aclastic foliat i on · 
a~ represented by a preferentially developed slaty cleavage in the 
Mupgravetown Group of the Aval~fi Zone and by a wide-spaced locally 
' developed strain-slip cleava.ge in the Love Cove Group. In the Gander 
Zone , 1 ater s tructu'res are represented by 1 oca l deve 1 opment of a 
strain-51 ip foliation and small shear zones. _Clftting both the Gander 
r 
and Avalon Zones are several high-angle faults .. 
The minimum age of d'eformation may be· det~nn1ned for some of· 
f 
the structures. Th1s ;_s based essentially on Lov~ Cove-Mus r.avetown · 
Group relationships. The latter is essentially late Ha rynian n age 
(Jenness. 1963) and p~st-dates the defonmation of the 
Therefore the regional cataclastic foliation and the assocfa ed [\ 
~ 
Dover 
11 
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Fault is Precambrian. The gneissic banding could. be considerably 
older than this (Helikian_?) and tne post- Dover Fault strucutres 
are ~robably of Paledzoii a~e. 
3. 2 The Catacfastic Foliation 
The Dover ·Fault separates the strongly cont~asting geology of 
the Gander and Avalon Zones. However, the regional cataclastic 
foliation with which the fault is associated is coiiJilOn to both zones . 
This foliation has a north to northeast trend and steep dips generally 
to the west. Regionally the change in strike is reflected by a 
similar change in the trend of the Dover Fault (Fig. 3}. 
3.2. 1 The Gander Zone 
The cataclastic foliation is best developed in some of the 
granitic rocks of the Gander Zone. These include the Lockers Bay 
granite, the Dover Fault granites, garnetiferous granite veins and 
other deformed minor ifitrusive rocks. Within these rocks it is the 
• 
only foliation developed (catadastic terminology after Higgins, 1971) . 
I 
The · foliation within the Lockers Bay granite and the.Dov~r 
Fault granites is representative of the late deformation. In the 
lockers Bay Granite it is fine, penetrative, and defined by ori ented 
biotite, elongated quartz and crushed feldspar (see Plate 28)'. The 
cataclast:ically deformed minerals form ~gen arlound the large .micro-
. . 
cline regacrysts. COI!J"Only, the 'feldspar megacrysts have "tai ls" of . 
finely ~onininuted material in thetr lee which taper off within the, 
I 
' l 
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planes of the foliation~ Broken crysta-ls also occur. · The cataclastic 
foliatioh within the lockers Bay Granite is ubiquitous. 
Ga rnetiferous granite veins .cut the Lockers Bay gran i te pre-
tectonically and now exhibit the same single cataclast ic foliation (see 
·/ . 
Plate 13). These veins are widespread a~d also cut the gneissic 
banding of the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex. Rarely, undeformed 
garnetiferous granite veins cut the deformed terrane as well as the 
undeformed Middle Brook Granite. 
The· cataclcMtic fol iati_on is most strongly developed in the 
Dover Fault granites. Near the contact with th~ gneissis it can be 
recognized as a single, penetrative foliation in both rock t'pes. 
As the Dover Fault is approached this defonnatio·n reduces' the Dover 
, ) . . 
Fault granites to a_streaked-out, finely comminuted, pink mylonite 
(seJ Plate 26). This involves the gradual mechanical breakdown of 
the granites (see Plate 29) over a distance of 1/2 fo 1 kilometre. 
The q~artz becomes intensely elongated and feldspar crystals are 
reduced to mere streaks, both of which form augen around surviving 
feldspar porphyroclasts (see Plate 30). Chlorite (a(ter biotite ) is 
also present and is strongly oriented. 
The cataclastic foliation is not always obvious in the' 
gneissic terrane since it and the gneissic-foliation are sub-parallel 
i.e., Locally the superiinposed foHatfon is axial planar to ti ght 
'-' 
isocl ina! folds of the gneissic banding; in this fashi-on the gneissic 
banding has been transpo.sed into parallelism with the later structure. 
Apart from directly observing it cutting the gnefssic . bandin~ in fold 
. ( 
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a. Coarse Protomylonite 
b. Fine Protomylonite 
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c. Mylonite 
d. ultramylonite 
Plate 29 a-d show the progressive cataclastic break-down of a 
Dover Fault granite from protomylonite through to 
ultramylonite (crossed nicols) (section north of 
Dover). 
I ( 
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noses, there are three criteria that may be used to detect the late 
foliatlon: (1) The Lockers Bay granite intrudes both the Hare Bay 
and Traverse Brook Gneisses. Along the contacts the cataclastic fol-
iat1on into the Lockers Bay can be traced directly in the gneisses 
where it re-folds and transposes the earlier structures; (2) 
ubiquitous garnetiferous granite veins -cut the gneissic foliatj.en and 
·' 
are subsequently deforrred by the late defonnatiori; (3) feldspar 
porphyroblasts overprint" the gneissic banding locally. The late 
foliation forms augen around these porphyroblasts (see Plate 31). 
Narrow zones of mylonite less than 1 metre wide oc,cur in the 
gneisses. These zooes represent a local i~tensifying of the late 
fol i ation, generally with proxjmity to the Dover Fault (see Plate 32). 
On the basis of field re1ationships just discussed it is 
possible to conclude that within the Gander Zone a regional penetrative 
cataclastic foliation overprints the gneiss~s and deforms some of the 
intrusive granite rocks eg . , the Lockers Bay Granite and the Dover 
Fault ,granites. It is most obvious in the granitic rocks which 
prior to deformation were structurally isotropic; its main effect 
on the gneisses is to re-fold and transpose the earlier anisotropy. 
With proximity to the Dover Fault the regional cataclastic defonnation 
increases and ~ventually merges with mylonites within the fault zone. 
Several microscopic structures confirm the cataclastic natur e 
. , 
of the region9l deforma~ion just d~scribed. Those developed in the · 
Lockers Bay Granite are representative (except the foliation i n the 
Dover Fault granites whi"ch is much more intense due to proximity with 
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Plate 30. Feldspar porphyroclasts in a Dover Fault granite. 
Note development of "tails" (Maccles Lake). 
Plate 3la. Feldspar porphyroblasts overprinting the gneissic 
banding in a large raft of Hare Bay Gneiss within the 
Traverse Brook Gneiss (Hare Bay Pond). 
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Plate 3lb. Feldspar porphyroblasts overprinting the gneissic 
foliation ~f the Hare Bay Gneiss and the late cata-
clastic foliation clearl y forms augen around them. 
(North of Maccles Lake). 
Plate 32. Narrow mylonite zone within the Hare Bay Gneiss 
(Lockers Bay). 
/ 
' / 
I 
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the fau 1 t zone) . 
Qu~rtz grains show clear evidence of intense strain: undulose 
extinction, development of sub-gra1n boundaries, severe elongation i n 
narrow zones and sutured grain boundaries. The_ deformed quartz, along 
• 
with strained grains of biotite/chlorite, define the foliation . 
Conmonly, crushed or finely cOfl'ITlinuted grains of feldspar (mainly 
microcline) occur with the quartz in zones between the large micro-
cline megacrysts_. These zones, along with biotite and elonga.ted 
quartz, form augen around the mi c rocl,.},ne megacrysts. These re 1 dspar 
megacrysts are also affected, in _.that simple twin planes in orthoclase 
are conmonly . irregular and diffuse -due to st _  raining of the crystal. 
Another feature is the rillllling of the megacryst by crushed material 
derived from the same crystal. These pieces of crushed feldspar also 
become localized in the lee of the large crystals producing- "tails" 
(see Plate 33). Thus the feldspars appear to be breaking down along 
their grain boundaries. Feldspar megacrysts also-become broken and 
displaced. and may be fitted, "jig saw" fashion, back into their 
original configuration. 
3. 2 . 2 The Avalon Zone 
The oldest deformed rocks of the Avalon Zone belong !}> the 
~.I 
Love Cove Group. This sequence of volcanjc rocks witl'l minor interz 
i 
bed-ded s~iments has been subjected to s~vere cataclastic deformation. 
The result is a very fine, penetrative foliation which trends norih-
_. . 
east and has steep to vertical dips. Within the l ove Cove Group this 
I 
( 
.,. 
Plate 33. 
Plate 34. 
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Microcline megacrysts in the Lockers Bay Granite 
showing, the development of 11 tails 11 - pieces of 
feldspar are broken off the parent megacryst, 
localized in their lee and taper off in the plane 
of the strong cataclastic foliation(crossed nicols). 
Minor F fold in finely laminated tuffs of the Love 
Cove Grbup (from protolith within the Dover Fault 
zone, north of Dover. 
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cataclastic foliation is axial planar to tight, upright isoclinal folds, 
i.e., peninsula southeast of Hare Bay. These folds plunge moderately 
to the northeast within the map- a rea. The p 1 unge is .estimated by the 
intersection of the main foliation and primary layering in the 
volcanogenic sediment$ in plan veiw. Seldom are first-p~ase, small 
scale ~tructures developed. However, finely laminated cherty horizons 
in the crystal tuffs locally show F1 f~lds (see Plate 34). These 
minor structures confirm the large scale structures outlined. 
To some exte11t the effects of the cataclastic foliation . 
depends upon the c(>mpositionof the volcanic rocks. It is readily 
descernible in the crystal tuffs where it forms augen around the 
broken crystal fragments _(mainly plagioclase). The matrix is generally 
too fine grained to &serve in the field just what- minerals define 
\ 
the foliation, which. is resolved mafnly by a -fine parting in the rock. 
. . . 
Phenocrysts are elongated in the planes of the fql iation with "ta'ils" 
co111110nly developed, similar to those on feldspar megacrysts in the 
Lock~rs Bay Granite (see. Plate -35). The rare basic volcanic horizons 
in the Love Cove Group become quite strongly flattened and sheared 
due to differential movement between them and acid units, resulting 
i"n narrow zones of chlorite schists. The acidic flows may show little 
overt signs of defonnation. However, where porphyritic, the small 
quartz and feldspar eyes are flattened. 
The most important aspect of the deformation of the Love Cove 
Group is its direct correlation with the Dover Fault. As the fault 
zone is approached from the Avalon Zone the foliation in the Love Cove 
t 
..,.. .· ·- . 
Plate 35. 
Plate 36. 
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Severe cataclastic deformation in crystal tuffs 
of the Love Cove Group. Some crystal fragments 
survive as porphyroclasts (peninsula south of Hare 
Bay). 
Mylonitized crystal tuffs of the Love Cove Group 
close to the Dover Fault (Dover). 
. \ 
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Group becomes more intense. Eventua 11 y. it passes gradually into 
mylonites of the Dover Fault Zone. On the margins and with'i n the 
Dover Fault. Love Cove Group volca.nic rocks are reduced to a green 
finely banded mylonite (see Plate 36)·. 
It is · very difficult to recognize primary volcanic features 
in thin sections of the love Cove vo,canic rocks. This is because 
the regional cataclastic foliation has for the most part destroyed 
these sma 11-s.r;a le features . In the crystal tuffs fine bands of 
severly crushed material alternate with bands containing porphyro-
' clasts that are larger and more ' prominent (see Plate 37). The fine 
bands are probably fluxion lines but may also represent an original 
variation within the crystal tuff. In·all the rocks the matrix 
quartz and feldspar show strongly sutured grain boundaries with the 
elong~ted quartz generally defining the fciliation. Fine grains of 
sericite and larger grai~s of chlorite are also oriented and along 
with elongated quartz form augen around the surviving porphyroclasts . 
In some specimens. the foliation is undoubtedly defined by f.1nely 
crushed zones (fluxion lines) {see Plate 38). tonmonly the porvhyro-
clasts are fractured with actual displacement occurring b~tween two 
pieces of the same crystal (see Plate 39). these fracture planes 
intersect the main external f.abric at a moderate angle. a coiTITIOn 
feature in rocks deformed by a simple shear mechanism (Fig. 4) . 
The main foliation whic.h deforms the love Cove Group is 
demonstratably cataclastic like that which. overprints the Gander ' Zone. 
From both sides this foliation can be demonstrated to merge "'into the 
i 
I 
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Plate 37. 
Plate 38. 
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A strong, cataclastic foliation forming augen around 
feldspar porphyroclasts in crystal tuffs of the 
Love Cove Group (crossed nicols). 
Fluxion lines in mylonitized volcanic rocks of the 
Love Cove Group (Plane light). 
Plate 39. 
Fig. 4. 
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, 
An oligioclase crystal broken and displaced along a 
micro-shear zone which intersects the main cataclastic 
foliation (NE-SW in picture) at approximately 45°. 
Love Cove Group crystal tuffs (crossed nicols) . 
' 
' 
' 
........., 
Individual feldspar crystal is displaced along micro-
shear surfaces. (Sketch based upon Plate 39). This 
implies a simple shear mechanism with sense of shear 
movement as indicated above. Note: Careful, detailed 
oriented sampling across the Dover Fault may provide 
some clue to the fault.slatest movement history. 
' 
. 
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Dover Fault mylonites and are part of the·same regional defonnational 
event. It is also clear that the~Oaver Fault formed in association 
with that event. (It should be noted that recrystallization or 
. ' 
constructive as well as destructive mineral development occurred in 
association with this cataclastic foliation. Where possible the 
--...__ 
constructive growths will be outlined in the chapter 9n metamorphism. ) 
3.2.3 The Dov~r Fault Zone 
The Dover Fault runs throughout the central portion of the 
') 
map-area, defined by a mylonite zone some 300-500 metres wide . lt 
'has for :the most part, a general northeast trend which is slightly 
c.urved within the map area . Some of this ' variation in a general , 
northeast trend may be due to later cross-faults, · however, it appears 
to reflect also the original geometry of the fault zone. The zon~ 
is consistently steep (except where modified by later fau l ts, eg:. 
(1 west of Dover) . · 
The major 1 ithol ogic units of the Gander Zone and the love 
Cove Group of the Avalon Zone are disposed in roughly linear belts, 
parallel to the trace .of the Dover Fault. The catacl.astic, penetrative 
foliation which overprints these units is also parallel regionally 
' 
with the mylonites which define the Dover Fault. As we have seen t his 
foliation merges and becomes. one with the mylonites of the fault lOne . 
Hence. the Dover Fault involves both Gander and Avalon Zone rocks~ 
clearly recognizable on its margins. The central portion of the fault 
zone represents a more intense version of the cataclastic foli~-----.._ 
~ . ~.___ ___ .... 
\ 
• 
' . 
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seen in the protolithsJ 
The Dover Fault Zone exhibits many microstructures typical of 
mylonitization. Acid volcanic rocks of the Avalon Zone and granites 
of the Gander Zone lose all original textures. Fluxion lines of 
f 
finely c~shed and comminuted quartz and feldspar aJong with sericite 
and chlorite are common. Feldspar porphyroclasts are shattered with 
segments of the same crystal sho~ing displaced twin lamellae (see 
Plate 40) . Obvious granulation of porphyroclasts occurs with 
deformation taking place fr9m the margin inwards. In this fashion the 
porphyroclasts (mainly feldspar_. with loca 1 knots of sutured 
quartz grains) become rounded i.e., gri·nding due to different i al 
movement between fluxion lines. Generally a complete Fange of angu lar 
to round crystal fragments may be found. 
Locally zones of ultramylonite occur with a very fine band1n~ 
defined by fluxion lines (see Plate 41). Porphyroclasts rarely occur · 
and the groundmass is extremely fine grained. Generally the intro-
duction of chlorite and ~pidote in these zones gives the rock ~ green 
color . 
~.3 Earlier Str~Jctures 
_./ 
' The complex gneissic banding of the Bonav1sta Bay Gneiss 
Complex is the only structure wnich predate: the regional cataclast i c 
foliation in the map area. It is almost ' impossible to correlate 
successive deformations in gneisses which _ exhibit a complex internal 
structural history. Howe_ver, some distinctions may be made p~rt i cularly 
11 . 
Plate 40. 
Plate 41. 
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Oligoclase porphyroclast in Dover Fault zone showing 
micro-displacement of twin lamellae. Note granulation 
along the bottom edge (crossed nicols). 
Ultramylonite in Dover Fault zone. Note fluxion lines. 
(plane light). 
.. 
• 
.. 
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between the Hare Bay Gnei .ss and . the Traverse Brook Gneiss. 
3 . 3.1 Hare Bay Gneiss 
The :Jneissic fol'iation in the tonalitic portion of the Ha re 
Bay Gneiss is a metamorp~ically segr~gated banding 2~3 mm wide. ·For 
the most part it is regularly developed and .has a consistant northeast 
tre_nd with steep dips. Locally it can become' quite complexly folded 
with Tyoe 1 and 3 i nterference oat terns (Ramsay, 1967) we 11 developed 
(see Plate 42). These· small .~cale folds, although fa i rly consistent 
in' trending northeast, have extremel~ variable plunges demonstrable 
in a ny on~ out"crop . Locally, where refolds are discernable, the first 
apparent fold o'f · the gneissic banding is an extremely tight isocline 
whose limbs eventually merge parallel \o the trend of the gneissic 
foliation or are .sharply attenuated. The number of deformat ional 
events which precede those interfol ial folds is difficult to determine . 
However, the coarse, consistent. metamorphic character of the gneis.s ic 
banding would sugg_est an earlier involved h'istory of retamorphic 
segregation ar\d structural transposition. ' On this basis the interfolial 
folds would at the very minimu111, be third phase foJds, i .e., gneissic 
banding is composite, making the refold~ of a fourth generation. These 
phas~s ·re~resent the latest str~ctural events now recognizab.le in the 
Hare Bay Gneiss and it. is likely that a complex tectonic history, as 
suggested by the very nature of these .rocks, pre-date that which is 
now discernable. 
No systeJQatic grouping of small scale structures is possible 
• 
, 
Plate 42. 
Plate 43. 
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Type 1 interference pattern produces an 11 eye 11 fold 
in Hare Bay Gneiss (Dover). 
Interfolial fold, defined by early biotite between 
foliation planes marked by younger biotite, in the 
Hare Bay Gneiss (plane light). 
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except for the gneissic banding and th~ latest re-fold.s. The latter 
trend in a g~neral northwest direc;tion .• are moderate to tight with 
vertical axial planes and variable plunges. The trend of these re-
·~· 
folds and the gneissic banding is largely controlled· by the super-
imposed cataclastic foliation. 
The tonalite portion of the Hare Bay Gneiss forms augenaround 
paragneiss xenoliths (see Plate 2) . These xenolithshave a cl'early 
defined gneissic foliation which is generally finer and more egular 
than that in the tonalite host. This foliation in the par 
is conmonly fold~ with the axial trace of these folds bei 
; 
angle~ with theexternal foliation in the tonaliticgneiss . 
1':' 
In thin section the gneisses do not reveal much concerning 
their structural history. In fact, the gneissic banding, so prominent in 
outcrop, is generally indistinguishable. Where discernable it consists 
of alternating bands of quartzo-feldspathic material containing few 
other minerals, and bands where .biotite, muscovite, and chlorite are 
concentrated. This alternation, not generally well shown. in thin 
section, gives · the gneisses their well banded appearance on the out-
crop scale. In some section~ evidence of transposition is preserved 
with remanants of an earlier c~osite (gneissic) foliation contained 
.between the foliation planes of the m~in gneissic banding. The • 
earlier co~osite foliatfon .may be preserved as . micros~opic inter-
folial folds (see Plate 43) ·and as knots of Nterial with an internal 
coq>osite foliation at an angle to · the external main gneissic banding 
which forms augen, around them. It . is difficult to determine whether 
, .·. 
' .. 
.  : 
\ 
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the transposition seen in various sections are all the same age and 
possibly related to the latest deformation of the gneisses by the 
cataclastic rol iation. or represent earlier stages fn the structural 
development of the gneisses. The first case is likely s i nce sfmilar 
relationships between gneisse~and the superimpo'sed foliation are 
observable in the field . 
.. 
The gra~n boundaries of the individual minerals are fairly 
consistent for all sections studied. Both quartz and feldspar show 
varying degrees of suturing a long grain boundaries. locally, 
embayed to curved boundaries are present. Where sutured boundaries 
are prominent the quartz generally has been elongated,- contains many 
sub-grain boundaries, a~ exh.i bits goo_d undulose ~xtfnction. The 
•i.cas (mainly biotite) are. -oriented and are coarser where de-fining an 
earlier foliation than the nt~in gnehsosity. 
3.3.2 Traverse Brook Gneiss 
. 
The Traverse Brook Gneiss is structurally more inhomogeneous 
thlln the Hare Bay &nehs. The gneissic banding is locally and crudely 
developed, is_ much coarser th~n that of the Hare Bay Gneiss and 1s 
marked by diffuse bands of 'segregatecf miterial (see Plate 3). The 
result is that . ~his gr;teissic foliation i.s discontinuous /nd irregular 
~::~: iyhe vicinit~ of Tr~verse Pond and Western end of Hare Bay 
. . 
It has been suggested that the Traverse ,Brook Gneiss represents 
a m1gmetiztd version of the Hire Bay Gneiss. Nu.rous Jteno11ths and 
... 
. . 
.: 
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~ large rafts of typical Hare Bay Gneiss occur within the younger gneiss 
terrane whose foliation forms augen around them (see Plate 4). 
The irregular, dfffuse, coarse, .gneissic fol iatton typical 
i 
of th~ Traverse Brook Gneiss grades into rocks where no clear cut 
gne1ssosity is evident in many places. Instead, a strong, penetrative 
composite foliation replaces the crude gneissic banding and the rock 
is ;dentical to an intensely deformed granite. An earlier foliation 
is generally quite visible as a preserved orientation of minerals 
( ma 1 n 1 y b 1 ot 1 te an'd/ or muscovite) between the fo 1i at 1 on p 1 anes of the 
main fabric. Locally only one perfetrat1ve foliitton is evident in 
this gneiss terrane. These changes in· the tectonic foliation 
apparently affect rocks of th~ same age. They grade 1 nto one another 
with no orderly d1str1but1~n and represent a common phenomenon in · 
.. mf~t1te te.rranes. It should ~ noted that , ~h~ crude gneissic 
' banding is the most common o~ the three styles. 
. - --.:... ' 
The Traverse BrOOk Gneisses exhibits a fairly si~~~ple pattern 
of s~na11-scale folding of·, ·.the . ~n.ehsic ba~ng (except fot:' those more 
co~ lex areas containing I"~ ~f Har~Ay, Gneiss). Generally these 
moderate to tight, variab1y plunging nOf'theast trending folds are 
related to the superimpoud late fol•iation (contact betWeen Lockers · 
Bay Granite and Traverse Brook Gneiss, north of Hare Bay Pond> see 
Plate 44)'. This differs from t 'he Har~ Bay Gneiss where the ~ lat~ 
foliation folds already isoclinaUy fol~d gneisstc banding (contact 
. ' · ~· i: : 
between Lockers S.y Granite and Hare Ba~ Gneiss. south shore of Lockers 
Bay~ see Plate 45). · I 
I 
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Plate 44. 
Plate 45. 
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Contact between Lockers Bay Granite (dark area) and 
Traverse Brook Gneiss. The cataclastic foliation 
in the granite is axial planar to folds of the gneissic 
banding (north of Hare Bay Pond). 
A folded vein of fine-grained Lockers Bay Granite in 
the Hare Bay Gneiss along contact with same. The 
axial planar foliation to the folded vein re-folds 
earlier structures in the gneiss producing a type 3 
interference pattern (south shore of Lockers Bay). 
j· 
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The body of granite south of Traverse Pond has similar 
structural features to the Traverse Brook Gneiss. The foliation within 
it varies from gneissic (see Plate 46) to a single penetrative one. 
The gneissic banding of the Traverse Brook Gneiss is most 
difficult to outline fn thin section. For the most part, a strong 
a·lignment of biotite/chlorft~ and muscqvite i.s all that is evident . 
.. . .. 
Locally: elongated. surured quartz grains may define the foliation. 
~ht.re developed. the ~issic fol -iation is defined by diffuse bands 
of mustovite, orthoclase, some plagioclase ( - An30). quartz ana rare 
bioti ,t~ plus muscovite a·1ternating ..with ban~s containing higher 
proportions of biotite/chlorite~ and - llll~ovite. Rarely do sharp 
lines separate these bands and generally no clearly defined- boundaries 
/ 
exist. Conmonly, evidence of transposition 1s preserved as microscopic 
interfolia 1 folds (deft ned by micas) between the coarsely developed 
.composite fol tat ion planes of the main fol ia.tion. Host mineral grains 
show evidence of being overprinted by the cataclasdc · fabric. Severely 
strained and "cru.shed"'feldspar\ 'are ,cORJnOn along with intense,ly 
sutured quartz grains. The feldspars are th~ coarsest grains, around 
which the micas form augen. 
• 
3.4 later Structures 
Structures whic~ post date the regional cataclastic foliation 
are developed in both the Gander and Avalon Zones. Except for the 
cleavage in the Musgravetown Group these structures are sm.ll-scale 
. . 
and locally developed. 
'·. 
:r 
I 
Plate 46. 
Plate 47. 
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Gneissic foliation in granitic body within the 
Traverse Brook Gneiss (north shore of Freshwater Bay). 
A shear zone which cuts the Lockers Bay Granite after 
the regional cataclastic deformation (Hare Bay Pond). 
J 
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3.4.1 . Shear Zones · 
Smai) shear zones less than 1 metre wide locally cut the 
<lefo nned granites of the Gander Zone and the Love Cov_e Group of the · 
Avalon Zone. Within the Lockers Bay Granite and the Dover Fault · 
granites; these zones deform the pre-existing cataclastic foliation 
(see Plate 47) (east of-Hare Bay Pond _and south side of Hare Bay 
respectively} . . Th~ engle between the shear zone boundaries and the 
earlier fol .iation is always shallow (l_ess than 45°) with no app~rent 
rotation of the latter into them. Conmonly these shear zones are 
parallel to the regional f~liation in plan but cross-cut it in sections. 
(' 
No evidence of the earlier foliation is preserved within the zones 
. 
and the gr1nit.es are progressively f11Yl9n1t1~ed from their margins in 
towards the center of the zones. Similar zone-Seut the cataclastic 
foliation ~f the Love Cove Group {east of Dover Fault, south side of 
Freshwater Bay). T~ese zones exhibit no systematic distribution and 
are pOssibly related tq ·later movement along the Dover F~ult. 
3.4.2 Strain-Slip Fohation 
A locally dev~loped, wtdely spaced, strain-slip foliation 
transposes the main foliat~on in the love Cove Group' (see Plate 48). 
1 t generally has. a north-northeast trend and with ste~ MS terly dips 
(coastal expos.~re west of Cat Bay Gut). Locally. the trin$pos'1tion 1s 
less coq)lete and this later deforma-tion is rescilved as D~all-scalt. 
~derately tight,· folds or Kinks of the cataclast1c foliation. This 
stru~ture also overprints mylonites of the Dover F~ult Zone (north-
I' 
., . 
' . 
Plate 48. 
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Widely spaced locally developed, strain-slip foliation 
in fine tuffaceous rocks of the Love Cove Group. S , 
barely seen in this photograph, is parallel to pencll 
(peninsula south of Hare Bay). 
t 
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east of Dover) and some Q.f the deformed rocks of the Gander 
-Zone (garnetiferous grani~e. south shore ofF eshwater Bay). · It may 
be associated with either ' later movement 
deformation of the Musgravetown Group (see 
. 3.4.3 Slaty Cleav~~e in Musgravetown Group 
~ ' 
The deformational st~le affecting the Musgravetown Group 
the 
contrasts sharply with that of ·.the Love Cove Group. These contrasts 
occur abruptly across a high-ang.le fault which separates the two 
grou~_>s ~st of Cat Bay Gut. A preferentially developed. northeast 
trending~: m~erately west and eas~ dipping cleavage defonms the silt-
. • 4 
stones. sandstones and conglomerates of the Husgravetown Group (see 
. . ~ .. ' f • 
. . ·. 
Plate 49). It is .much more pr001inent in the fine grained silty 
horizons than in the massive sandstone units. It is also more widely 
spaced than · the fine foliation tn the_ Love Cove Group . . 1ndividual 
clasts (lithic and .mineral) are not flattened or elongated on the 
cleavage planes . . Congl~rate horizons and other coarse grained units 
' . 
' exhibit· a coarse :fracture cleavage. The cleavage is axial planar to 
/ 
large scale open-folds which plunge gently or moderately to the· north-
.. east . · These folds have wavelengths ~f greater than 2 km, three of 
whtct\ are mappable in. the area (Fig. 3); In the fold hinges. small 
scale bulking of the ~dd1ng surfaces related to the main folds occur. 
No later tectonrc: ' structures are evident. 
. . ~ 
3.4.4 Faults 
Post-mylonite brecciation is an important feature of the Dover 
.. • * . .. ., --
Plate 49. 
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Preferentially developed slaty cleavage in shales 
and sandstone of the Musgravetown Group (south of 
Lockers Reach). 
.. 
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Fault Zone and is responsible for its limited topo~raphic expression 
( 1 ow re 1 i ef a long the south of Hare Bay, Dover, and north of Do.ver 
sections). Glearly recognizable disoriented fragments of mylonite, 
one em to several em ~cross, occur along this segment of the fa~lt 
0 
(see Plate 27) . These fragments are not bounded b)' shear planes but 
"float" in a chlorite/epidote rich, fine-grained matrix (see Plate 50). 
This brecciation may in part be related to some fluidization process 
such as tuffisite intrusion, localized along the fault, \.e. locally 
green chlorite/epidote rich matrix invades the mylonite fragments 
(section south of Hare Bay). Carbonate is also common, filling post-
mylonite transverse fractures. This brecciation is also interpreted 
to be related to dit'ferential movements, along the pre-existing zone 
of weakness . Locally, minor upright drag folds (see Plate 51) 
Q 
associated with high angle faults occur (Dover section), alsoia fault 
with apparent dextral displacemen~runs into the Dover Fault Zone 
(see be 1 gw) . 
A presumed high-angle fault with an approximate N45°E trend 
• 
runs alo~g Freshwater Bay, through the trace of the Dover Fault pn 
the ~orth shore of Lockers Reach apd cuts a small island south of 
lewis Isla'\(i (Fig. 3). Its presence is suggested in Freshwater Bay 
. . 
by narrow mylonite and breccia zones which cut the deformed granite south 
of . Air lslan~ (se~Plate 52) and ~y brecciation of the_ Harfe Bay 
Gneiss in a narrow hea and, on the north shore of the bay. The 
sman island sout~ of e.is Island is cut by the e~tension of this 
fault . The Newport Granite und~rl1eJ this. island, the southern half 
Plate 50. 
Plate 51. 
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Brecciated mylonite from Dover Fault zone (plane light). 
Drag folds of mylonitic foliation within the Dover 
Fault zone (Hare Bay). 
Plate 52. 
Plate 53. 
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Strong cataclastic foliation developed in a narrow 
zone within a porphyritic granite (south side of 
Freshwater Bay). 
Brecciated Newport Granite (crossed nicols) 
• 
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of which is severely b recciatt~d . Quartz and feldspar c l asts are 
· , _ ... ..J... I 
surrounded by a fine-grain'ed chlorite rich matrix in the brecciated 
area (s~e Plate 53). The sense of displacement along this fault has 
not been detennined. It may form_part of a larger fault system wh ich 
runs southeast o f Freshwater Bay along Gambo Pood (Fi g . 5). 
An east-west 'fault with apparent dextral displacement runs 
aloog Lockers Bay. The Lockers Bay Granite, the Hare Bay Gneiss and 
possib ly the ~Dover Fault are displaced by this strllcture . Loca l 
brecciation occurs on headlands unsJerlain by the Lockets Bay Grani\te 
on the north s hore{ of the Bay. Inland from Lockers Bay t he fau l t is 
r:ldrked by a long valley filled with glacial debris. To the eas t it 
may run into' the N45° E fault previously described . 
A similar east-west trending fault, but with smaller dis-
placement cuts a Dover Fault granite and the Hare Bay Gneiss at Hare 
Bay . . \ \ 
Several east- west trending lineaments on 'Lockers Flat Island 
and Deer IslaM may also mark high angle faults. 
On. the south shore of Lewis Island, a north-south trending 
fault cuts and locqlly brecciates the Hare .Bay Gneiss. . On the north 
s hore it separ~tes the Locker~ Bay Granite from the Hare Bay Gneiss. 
Thf fau 1 t which separates the Musgrave town Group from the 
Love Cove Group has an approxi mate Nl5°E trend and would appear not 
to be a large disruptive zone. ·The fault' zone i s marked by a small 
gravel filled depression a few metres wide. The exposures of Musgrave-
town Group adjacent to the fa ult are gently to moderately d ipping red · 
'• 
.-
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, 
s ilts tones which exhibit some fracturi n§ . The penetrative l y deformed 
Love . Cove volcan"ic rocks show no brecciation c lose to the fau lt. The 
. . 
sense of movement is not known but i t is presumably h i gh- ~ngle, d ip-
slip with down-th r ow to thl east. 
3 . 5 SullJTlary 
The regional catacla s ti c foliation i s comnon t o both t he 
Gander and Avalon Zones . The Dover Fault formed in assoc iat ion wi th 
this deformat i on dur i ng the juxtaposing of the Gander and Avalon Zones 
in the Precambrian. Earlier s t ructures in the area i ncl ude t he 
gneissic foliations of the Bonav·ista Bay r,neiss Complex . Smal l- s ca l e 
later struc tures are locally developed i n both zones. The relati on ..; 
ships between these structures and t he deformation of the Musgravetown 
Group is not known. High angle faults cut the area and may i n part 
' 
contribute to later movement .along the Dover Fault . 
, 
/ 
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CHAPTER IV 
t~ETAMORPH ISM 
) ~4~.l~~I~n~t~r~o~d~u~c~t~i~o~n 
The strongly defor~d rocks in the map-area have undergone 
varying degrees of metamorphi_:;m . Low to middle greenschist condit ions 
existed during the regional cataclastic Aeformation of the Love Cov~ 
Group (Avalon Zone) and there is s ome evidence tha t simJlar condit ions 
prevailed du,ring the regional cataclastic deformation of the Gander 
Zone. oae to retrogression i t lS very difficult to determine what 
. -
metamorphi.c conditions affected the gneisses prior to ~he formation 
of the late foliation . The metamorphic grad'e now' ev i de-nt in the Hare 
Bay Gneiss is generally low . There is one sug6estion of anatectic 
conditions having affected the Traverse tlrook Gneiss. The Musgrave-
town Group is essentially non-metamor.phic . i 
I 
4.2 Metamorphism during the regional cataclastic, deformat i on-
'New mineral growth (neomineralization) and re-crystall i za t 1on 
are associated with the regional cataclastic deformation ( the domi,na nt 
texture is;however, cataclast1"c). Within the Lockers Bay Granite, 
biotite is ubiquitous and generally strongly oriented, forming augen 
around the large feldspar megacrysts. This biotite is probab l y primary 
and wa s flattened and rotated during the cataclastic deformat i on of " 
the rock (1.e., locally small patches of biotite orien-ted at ·a high 
angle to the cataclastic foliation, occur in the foliated granite 
J 
' . . 
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suggesting these grains -had an original,orientation which resisted 
rotatio'n during deformation). Primary biotite i s also co1111lon in 
undeformed megacrystic granites outside the inap-a'l"ea eg .• the eas t ern 
' margin of the Deadman's Bay Granite (Fairbairn and Berger , 1969) . In 
thin section it is clear that biotite is partly rep l aced by chlorite 
but locally replacement is complete . The-chlor i te is strongly 
' 
oriented and forms augen around porphyro(4a~ . Thus it is i nter-
ereted to be syn-tectonic although some static mimetic g rowth-;a~\ 
be discounted .· The general scarcity of chlorite in the Lockers Bay ~ 
Granite may reflect a lack of water in the deforming body . Quartz j 
is strongly re-crystallized in the Lockers Bay Gran i te producing 
stringers of sutured, elongated quar t z grains. 
Mirror biotite is retrogressed to chlorite in the garnet-
<l 
iferous granites . Both help define the foliation. Muscovite and 
.sericite with irregular to straigl+t grain bo'undaries are syn-tecton i c 
and overprint.. rare pri·mary biotite (see Plate 54) . Quartz is severely 
re-crystallized like that in the Lockers Bay Granite. 
• Conmonly in the mylonites of the Dover Fault Zone, chlorite--...[' 
and sericite a.r~ developed syn-tecton'ically. These minerals clea r ly 
define the fe!{)ric and mark the fluxion lines. Quartz is intensely· 
sutured and aligned in narrow zones. Locally distinctosubhedral 
grains of epidote and massive interstitial epidote occur in the matr ix. 
It is difficult to know whether this epidote is pre- or syn- tectonic . 
However, clearly post-tectonic .. epidote does occur in post -mylonitic 
fractlJres. • In the Dover Fault granites; syn - U!ctonic chlorite is 
after biotite. 
Plate 54. 
Plate 55. 
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Coarse grained muscovite overprints minor biotite 
(dark grey to black areas) in garnetiferous granite 
(Plane light). 
Syn-tectonic sericite forming augen around epidote 
clots (lower middle picture) in Love Cove volcanic 
rocks (crossed nicols). 
., 
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I In the Love Cove Group chlorite and sericite have grown syn-
tet ~on i ca 11 y . The"'re-crysta-llization of quartz is ubiquitous with 
. I .. 
typjcal elongationand suturing of grains. These minerals define 
the pervasive foliation. Pre:tectonic and possibly syn-tecton i c 
epi ote occur. Syn-tectonic sericite forms augen around the older 
.epi ote grains_- (see Plate 55). the latter define narrow fluxion l i nes . 
\ Thus, a syn-tectonic mineral assemblage characterizes the 
regi~nal cataclastic foliation. This assemblage is apparently 
deve\oped in deformed granitic rocl::e_n~ possibly had a retro,gressive 
eff~~t upon the gneisses (see be low) ~ the Gandee Zone; in Lo'e Co' e 
Gr.oup v olcanic rocks of the Avalon Zone; and in mylonites of the 
~over Fault Zone. A low. to middle greenschist facies of metamorphism 
is suggested by t~e neomineralized and recrystallized chlorite , 
sericite, muscovit~. epidote and q~artz. 
4-.3 Metamorphism affecting the gneiSses 
,4. 3. 1 The Hare Bay Gneiss 
The paragneiss xenoliths in the Hare Bay Gneiss ~all i nto t wo 
main catagories : psarrrnitictsemi-pelitic and amphibolitic . The main 
foliation< 1n the fQ.rmer is generally defined by a biotite/chlor1 ~e 
' 
al i gnment . The chlorite is after biotite and- the_ matrix quartz is 
' 
recrystallized and elongated . The superimposed cataclastic foliation 
forms augen around subhedral .g_arnet porphyroblasts (see Plate 56) and 
... 
oligoclase porphyroblasts. Coarser grains of earljer biotite· occur 
-"' 
., 
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Plate 56 A garnet porphyroblast (upper centre of picture) in 
a paragneiss raft within the Hare Bay Gneiss. Note 
the strong overprinting by the cataclastic foliation 
which in detail forms augen around the garnet (crossed 
nicols). 
Plate 57. The main foliation defined by an amphibole growth 
which forms augen around a clot of hornblende defining 
an earlier fabric. From an amphibolite gneiss xeno-
lith within the Hare Bay Gneiss (crossed nicols). 
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as inclusions iu the feldspar porphyroblasts. Thus, a garnet-biot1te-
plagioclase-quartz assemblag.e pre-date's the later. biotite-ch1orite-
quar~z alignment . In the amp~ibolite xenoliths, amphibole (hornblende 
as well as tremolite/actinolite) define the main foliation. ·rhe · 
""' 
amphibole generally comprises greater than 50 per cent of the rock 
with the remain i ng bei"nq plagioclase and biotite. Two-periods of 
hornblende growth are evident: an early one occurs as orieQted 
_ crystals ~ith relatively straight grai.n boundaries 6etween the ma i n 
foliation planes; this Rl,.ain foliation is defined by a subsequent 
amphibole growth (see P-la.te 57) . Also basal sections of early hQrn-
blende with embayed grain boundaries have later amphibole of ttie .main 
foliation forming augen around them. 
The latest recrystallization of minerals in the paragneiss 
• 0 
xenoliths may be ~of any age. Loc!lllY it may be related to the late ,, 
. I . 
<»cataclastic foliation or any of the -transpos'itions which affected the ...... 
host rock, a tonalitic gneiss. Whatever, the earl·Y metamorphic history 
of these xenoliths might suggest at least amphibolite fac i es condit-
ions . 
No high grade. (Tletamorphic minerals were observed in the 
tonalitic portion of the Hare Bay Gneiss. Two periods of biotite 
growth are evident wjth the earlier defining interfolial folds b~tween 
the main foliation planes- c1lso defined by biotite (see Plate 43 ) . 
Muscovite growths ·are of at least two ages - small flakes in the 
.. matrix form augen around plagioclase pQrphyroblasts containing in-· 
elusion trails of an ear-lier muscovite orientation. Muscovite may 
f 
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also· be observed as late porphyroblasts with random orientations (see 
Plate 58). Chlorite is also .conmon and is .. generallJ associated with 
' 
the main foliation. Quartz, is ,recrystallized and elongated, helping 
define the main foliation which for~s augen around oligciclase/ 
andesine · porphyroblasts. Higher g~ades 'can be suggested for the 
early metamorphic history for these rocks. 
(nsch.;st fac.'es Would Oppear to mrk the 
4.3.2 The Traverse Broo~ Gneiss 
However, low to medium 
latest event . 
' 
' 
The Traverse Brook Gneiss ' shows two ages of muscovite and 
biotite growth . The first defines an earlier foliation -as inclusion-
trails in feldspar por.phyroblasts and as /in,terfolial folds . . T.,e 
second defines the mairi foliation. Mu'Scovit\also occurs as large 
porphyroblasts 'around which the later mus_«;,D-Jte forms augen (see 
Plate 59). Biotite is replaced .by chlorite . Other finerals are 
microCline/orthoclase and oligoclase/andesine; relaLve age's unknown . 
Quartz is ge~er~l~ recrysta.llized ~long th~ planes of the main 
foliation . Cordierite and sillimanite (see Piate 60) are dev'e loped 
~ . 
in a quartz vein cutting a xenolith of Har~ Bay Gneiss with in the 
Traverse Broolc Gneiss (north shore of Lockers Bay). Th'is vein is 
Jikely related to the Traverse B~oo~ - Gneiss. A~though th i s e~ide~ce 
is not conclusive, such metamorphic minerals could indica~e anatectic 
c onditions affecting the dev.elopment of the Traverse Brook Gnefss. · 
Presumably the later event, a~ indicated by the most common mineral 
r as\embla~e. is of a much lower grade . 
• 
. ., 
-: 
Plate 58. 
Plate 59. 
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Lenticular muscovite porphyroblast overprinting 
crenulated biotite in the Hare Bay Gneiss (crossed 
nicols). 
Large muscovite porphyroblast (lower right corner of 
plate) around which fine grained muscovite and sericite 
forrr. augen in the Traverse Brook Gneiss (crossed 
nicols). 
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Plate 60a. Cordierite within the Traverse Brook Gneiss showing 
pleochroic halos around minute zircon inclusions. 
(crossed nicols). 
Plate 60b. Radiating needles of Sillimanite in the Traverse Brook 
Gneiss (crossed nicols). 
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-There is no consistent development of metamorphic minerals in 
' the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex . Where the same mineral is represen-
ted there is poor control on its relative age. These facts, ·combined 
with the obvious retrogression of the gneisses (presumaQly related t o· 
the regional cataclastic deformation and metamorP.hism') makes a 
systematic deciphering of their metamorphic history extremely 
difficult . 
.. 
' ., 
I 
' . 
·' 
0 
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CHAPTER V 
EXTE N SIO~ OF ROC KS OF THE GA:'mER AND AVALON ZONES 
Fl THE WE ST ArlO SOUTHWEST 
S.l Intro du ct i on 
4s a resu l ~ of fu rther work by" t he wr i t er, many o f t he ma p 
:mits shown in l iq _ 3 may be extended ( Fi g. 5) . Als o t hf-> para gne i ss 
c omponent of the Ronav i sta Ba y r, nei ss Complex may be better defined 
'lnd the gneis sps Cil n tJP s hown t o he part of a bas ement terrane. The 
nve r· l yinq cnver r ock<, o f t he Grlnder Group are se parated f r om t he 
4 
~dSef'len t () n e isses by a zo ne o f r econstitution. The l arge oos t -
tec t on i c CJri'tn l t P. p l utons <'Ire further de l1neated and contact r e lat i on -
', hi p<, ~re r_on <,i s t ent wi t h those previ o usl y descr i hed . 
S. 2 f heOover Fault 
The Jo ve r Fault hil S been tra c ed as a con t inuous s tructure 
• ·-or- [lonavi s ta Ba y t o the so uth shore of Terra Nova Lake, an a ppr0x-
P..,a t e 1i <; t il nce of 60 kilometre s. The fault continues t o mark t he 
bn•.Jn rJ c~ rv hetween t he Gander and Avalon Zones, relationsh i ps across 
i t a r e r ow;1<,tentlv t hr sa me and well- developed myl onites remai n 
t h e •·1ain characteristi c. The sect ions ~t Macc l es Lake and Terra NOvil 
I --1 v e c! emo n s t. r a t e t h i <; rw i t e c l e il r l y . 
S. 3 1\valon Zone 
5_.}_._1_ . _L_ov_e_ _f_o_~~- _Q..r._o_u_£ 
H t-e narrow belt of Love Cov e Grou p rocks shown in Fig . 3 , 
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extends to cross the T..rans-Canada Highway near Glovertown and widens to 
nea rly twice its northern width south of the Glovertown Junction 
from where it then conti nues to Terra Nova Lake (Fig . 5). Typ ically, 
it consists of main ly acid vol ca n ic rocks, flows a nd very fine t uffs. 
The oenetrative cata c lasti c foliation with i ts north-no rtheast trend 
is ubiquit ous. and cons istently merges with my lonite~ al o ng the Dover 
Frtu l t. 
·~5_.~3-.Z~ __ M_u~s~g~ravet~wn _Grou£ 
The Husgravetown Grouo. lithologica lly and structura l l y , i s 
essentia l ly th~· sarre to the south. It continues to be in fault 
con tact with the Love Cove Group. 
5.4 Gander Zone 
5. 4' l 
- -- --- - --------- - - -- -- - -- -
The ::lover Fault Granites 
The Dover Fa ul t granites are conspicuously regular in their 
contin uat ion adjacent to the Dover Fault (see Fi g . 5) . L ike the 
Love Co ve \, rouo o f the Ava lon Zone, they become severely myl o ni tized 
towar-ds the Dover Fault and lose all their igneous textures. On the 
Tran s - Ca na rla Highway. just west of the Glovertown Junction a nd again 
dpproximately one kilometre south of t here, the ~over Fault granites 
s how possible evi dence of repeated flattening along the Dover Fault. 
Eu l y feldspars have been reduced to mere streaks in the rock; 
~ ubsequent fe l dspar porphy rob lasts are f lattened slightly with earlier 
o . 
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deformed ones forming _augen around them (see Pla t e 61 ). This ma y 
also be explaineel by late syn-tettonic feldspar porphyro~l asti c 
growth . Both suggest a long invo lved history fo r the nover Fault 
mylonites . 
Severely mylonitized gabbro is assor;iated with the Dover 
Fault granites at those sect ions around r~accles Lake. Locally it 
appears that the granite intrudes the gabbro pre-tectoni ca ll y , i . e . 
both have bee n over pr inted by the same c: ataclast i c fol ia tion. 
Plagioclase felds pa r in the gabbro is resolved a s wh i te streaks i n 
the rock. 
Locally the Dover Fault granites and associated gabbro are 
intruded post-tec toni ca ll y by relatively fresh grani tic material ( see 
Plate 6~); occurr,ing generdll y as veins or stringers cutting the 
mylonitized country rock. Within the Do ver Fault zone some of thi s 
late graniti c material may hecome brecc iated by later movements 
(Ma cc les Lake, northern-most section). 
5_. _4:2 _ The Loc kers Bay Grani~ 
The Lockers Bay Granite ·outcrops on the Trans Canada Highway 
between Glovertown and Gamba Pond and cant i nues south of t here where 
it is apparently cut off by the relative'ly undeformed Maccl es Lake 
Granite (nor t h of Maccles t ake - Fig. 5). The Lockers Bay Granite is 
typi ca lly megac rystic and deformed by the cataclasti c foliation. It 
is also shown to c learly intrude the gneiss of the Sonavista Bay 
Gneiss Complex (see Plate 63) . 
\ 
' 
} 
Plate 61. 
Plate 62. 
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Streaked out feldspars defin i ng a strong cataclastic 
foliation which forms augen around much less deformed 
feldspar porphyroclasts in a Dover Fault granite 
(north of Maccles Lake). 
A xenolith of mylonitized gabbro (left side of plate) 
in late granite within the Dover Fault Zone. The 
granite shows local brecciation (Maccles Lake). 
Plate 63. 
Plate 64. 
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Contact between Lockers Bay Granite and Hare Bay Gneiss. 
Note the difficulty in seeing the late foliation in 
the gneisses (north of Maccles Lake). 
Well-banded psammitic paragneiss of the Square Pond 
Gneiss (west of Gull Pond). 
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_5_. _4_._3 ___ T~~e Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex 
The Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex has an invol ved history of 
migmitization and deformation. ihe suggestion of an earlier gneissic 
unit, likely paragneiss, resulted from the study of the Hare Bay 
Gneiss. This work has shown that su c h a suggestion is va~ i d with 
the Bonav~ta Bay Gneiss Comple~ consisting of an older paragneiss 
terrain and a subsequent granite (tonalite) gneiss terrane . The 
latter would appear to have originated by migmitization of the ol der 
rocks. The writer now concludes that the Traverse Brook Gneiss, 
although providing an easily mappable unit in Figure 3 ~s. in fact, 
a local phenomenon of limited importance on a rel_)ional scale. It 
i~. then, the Hare Bay Gneiss and the paragneisses which represent 
the fundamental units of the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex. 
T~e Bonavist! ~Y Gneiss Complex is roughly disposed into 
two belts, trendi~g approximately north-northeast. They are separated 
by two large areas of granitic rock, the Middle Brook and Maccles 
Lake Granites (Fig. 5) . As a generalization the western belt is 
predominantly paragneisses and the eastern belt is mainly granite 
gneiss. ' The two granites are cle-arly post-tectonic. 
.. 
• 
l 
• 
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5. 4. 3. l The Square Pond Gneiss 
0 
The paragneisses, here termed t he Square Pond 
Gneiss, are the older of the two gneissic units. An e xcel lent 
section d-isplaying both lithological and structural features is 
provided by the Trans Canada Highway from Gambo Ju nct ion to the nor t h-
west co rner of Square Pond . A road metal quarry at the northeast 
.corner of Square Pond exposes rocks typical of the paragneiss terrain : 
a well-baJ;lded, light grey psamitic gnei~s (see Plate 64 ). The 
: 
gneissosity is extremely regular with sharp boundaries marking both 
s ides of an individual band. The average width of the banding is 
2-3 mm, but -it may be finer or coarser. The gneissosity is defined 
by dark bands richer in biotite and chlorite (semz· pelitic) alter-\ 
nating wi th slightly wider bands of light grey, mar psarrmitic 
llldterial . Locally, the main band i ng contains int rfolial folds and 
is q uite strongly transposed to produce a new gneissosity (see Plate 
65). Subsequent to the development of the complex gneissic banding, 
the paragneiss is overprinted by a ·late, single penetrative foliation . 
. 
This is best shown by garnetiferous granite veins which cut all phases 
of the gneissic banding and are also deformed by the late foliation. 
In the road metal quar:ry in question the late foliation is axial 
planar to a large scale fold (hinge zone approximately 30 metres 
" wide) which folds the complex gneiss banding producing types 1 and 3 
interference pat terns in the hinge. 
Another aspect of the Square Pond Gneiss is exposed at the 
Gamba June t ion and successive outcrops between there and the road 
' 
/ 
J j 
l 
' 
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Plate 65. Transposition in the Square Pond Gneiss (north of 
Gamba Pond). 
Plate 66. Garnetiferous xenolith of Square Pond Gneiss in Hare 
Bay Gneiss (Maccles Lake). 
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metal quarry on the Trans Canada Hig~w~~Superficially tt:lese para-
gneisses are structurally simpler and more pelitic than tflose at 
Square Pond. A gneissic banding is no lgnger evid~nt, the foliation 
is phy_llitic, the rocks are dark grey to greenish in color and fine-
grained. Close observation shows, however, that the foliat ion is 
tomposite and rarely is disposed ' in small scale, tight, isoclinal 
folds of extremely variable plunge. Also, zones of more psai1'1Tlitic 
.. gneiss showing the regular gneissic banding and structural complex- · 
ities exhibit~d in the road metal quarry, occur interlayered with · 
this apparent "phyllite" sequence (roadside outcrop at Gamba, approx-
imately 1 km from Trans Canada Hiqhway turnoff and along railroad 
track near Butt's Pond). It is concluded that these rocks are part 
of the same paragne iss sequence but due to the lithologica l diff-
erences, do not show a. successive development of gnei ssic structures, 
i.e. being more pelitic, subsequent deformation completely transposed 
earlier structures. This regional change in lithology possibly 
reflects or11!nal variation within a sedimentary sequence. In this 
regard it should be noted that on weathered surfaces the paragne iss 
is identical to a metasedimentary terrane but rTO cla·stic textures 
or pri~ary structures are preserved. 
"' 
The metamorphi~ grade of the Square Pond Gneiss is consisten-
; tly low (except in local migmatite zones). Chlorite and biotite, 
c.) 
with the latter predominating, is quite common . 
The Square Pond Gnei/s is also well developed around Gull 
Pond, due north of Square Pond . To the east of Gull Pond the ~ara-
9neiss shows an extremely regular, consistent, narrow gne i ss.ic banding. _...., 
., 
' ) 
I 
t 
l 
··. 
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It is possible to trace this remarkable "pin-stripe" banding several 
. ( 
kilometres along strike . Also the strike of the banding changes from 
a north-northeast trend to a north-northwesterly one. , 
Several gabbro bodies intrude the Square Pond gneiss, i . e . at 
., 
Gull Pond (Fig. 5) . The gabbros post - date the gneissic ban~ing but 
have s ubse~uently been ~eformed. Ubiquitous garnetiferous granite 
veins cut the gabbro pre-tectoni cally. 
5. 4 . 3 ·..::2:.___.:_T:.:.he=-·-H..::a:.:.r. ::.e-=.B.:::.ay"----'G::..:.n..::e:.:.i..::sc..::..s 
The eas tern be l t of gneisses, the graniti c gneisses. 
is essentially a continuation of those s hown on Fig . 3 and are s·i milar 
to the Hare Bay Gneiss - the name which is applied to this ~~stern 
belt of the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex. The Hare Bay Gneiss 
contains xenoliths of paragneiss; the Square Pond Gneiss would 
appear to be the source fo.r these xenoliths. A 1 thougv' the eastern 
belt is predominantly "granite" gneiss, it does contain large rafts of 
paragneiss, on~ such zone occurs on the northeast shore of Maccles 
Lake adjacent to. the Dover Fault granite: The zone is approximate l ~ 
1/2 km wide and is ma i nly psammitic gneiss. To the west it forms an 
apparently gradational contact with the granite gneiss. The contact 
zone is several;netres wide and shows profuse plagiochse porphyro-
blast growth. The paragneiss grades into recognizable granite gne i ss 
which also contains xenoliths of the former (see Plate 66) . The 
banding in the granite gneiss is less regular than that in the para-
gneis s but still quite distinct; it resembles a typ ical orthogneiss. 
.• 
·' . 
/ 
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The development of garnet porphyroblasts overprinting the paragneiss 
banding is another important feature. The garnets occur in both the 
paragneiss zone and locally in paragneiss xenoliths within the granite 
gneiss. tarnets also occur locally in the granite gne iss at this 
' ....... 
locality. Although detailed thin section work,~eeds to be dbne, 
there is ~· strong suggestion t~at the Hare Bay Gneiss and its south-
ward extension represent post-paragneiss migmatites which have sub-
sequently been regionally deformed. _The same is suggested by zones 
of granite gneiss developed within the Square Pond Gneiss, i.e . Mint 
Brook and southwest of Gull Pond . There, also, garnet porphyroblasts 
....... 
overprint the paragneiss banding close tc;_.the migmatite zones . 
. 
The belt of Hare Bay Gneiss continues to the south shore of 
Terra Nova lake. The Square Pond Gneiss has been mapped only as far 
south as Gamba Pond. ' 
5.4.4 Relationships between the Bonavista Bay Gneiss 
Complex and the Gander Group. 
The Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex h~s been interpreted as a 
basement gneiss terrain . The Gander Group metasedimentary sequence 
has been interpreted as the cover terrain (Kennedy and McGonigal, 
1972). The section provided by Home Pond and Gull Pond (Fig. S) 
strongly supports the above, with the con~act between the two being 
a zone of structural reconstitution . First, the, lithology and 
structures of the Gander Group will be outlined and secondly, the 
effect of thes,.e structures on the Square Pond Gneiss wi 11 be described . 
I 
. .. . 
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5.4.4.1 · The Gander Group 
The contact between the gneisses and metas~dimentary 
roc ks of the Gander Group occurs where Home Pond and Gull Pond meet 
and continues to the northeast near the southwest end of Wing Po nd . 
It continues to the southwest, south of Soulis Pond. ~orthwest of 
th i s ~ontact the area is underlain by the Gander Group . Along Home 
Pond the Gander Group looks s,uperficially much lt'ke the psallll1itic 
paragneiss to the southeast . That is, the bulk of the metasedimentary 
rocks are light grey psanTllites. However, several important difference s 
do exist : the psammites of the Gander Group clearly show a c last ic 
texture i.e., individual sand grains are quite distinguishable; 
bedding is evident especially where the psarrmites are interbedded with 
black pelites (see Plate 67); laminations are distinguishable within 
the pelite horizons and primary structures su c h as slumping are 
-evident. Thus, although polydeformed, there is no doubt as to the 
sedimenta-ry aspects of the Ga.nder Group in this area. 
Campa red to the Square Pond ··Gneiss, the Gander Group is 
structurally simple . Holiliever, in this'<lrea at least three phases of ( . 
deformation are recognizable. The fi~st foliation, s1 • is ' a very 
fine penetrati~e fabric consistent~ parallel to teddi _ng. Both 
bedding and s
1 
have shallow dips- to the west-northwest and st r ike 
.north-northeast. The second foliation, s2 , is the mo~t conspicious 
i n outcrop (see Pl~te 68)'. s·2 is a widely spaced str:ain-slip f ol iation 
which has a consistent northeast trend and for the most part has a 
very shallow northwestward di p, everywhere gentler than bedding. 
, · 
' 
Plate 67. 
Plate 68. 
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Interbedded black pelites and psammites of the Gander 
Group (Home Pond). 
Widely developed s2 (parallel to pencil) cuts bedding 
and sl (parallel to bedding) in fine-grained psammites 
of the Gander Group (Wing Pond). 
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Thus, the section of Gander Group along Home Pond would appear to be 
on the lower limb of a )arge recumbent F2 antiform ove r turned towards 
the southeast. (This i s in accord with Kennedy and McGoniga·l 's work 
on the Gander Group to the southwest) . · The wide spacing of the 
. , 
ubiquitous s2 fabri c also adds to the fa lse impressi on that th~ rocks 
a re similar to the paragneiss of the Square Pond Gneiss . 
Subsequent to o2 , a phas~ of verti cal, open foldi ng with 
sub-horizontal axes overprints the Gander Group . The F3 fo l ds are 
• 
only locally deve loped and are generally small-scale i . e., wave-
lengths of a few centimetres. Locally. however. tbe general strike 
and dip of s2 and bedding is changed by la rger F3 folds i.e., s2 ,may 
be steep and dip to the east where folded by F 3 folds . 
Thus, the Gander Group represents a po lyd eformed, clear l y 
metasedimentary terrain in the vicinity of Home Pond . The 
metamorphic grade however i s quite low, apparently of l ow greenschi .st 
. facies . 
5.4.4.2 The ~ffect of structures in the Gander 
. Group on the Square Pond Gneiss . 
The contact between the Square Pond Gneiss and t he 
Gander Group is not exposed': However, at the soutl'lwes t. corner of 
Wing Pond, Gander Group and Squa.re Pond fineiss are separated by onl y 
250 metres . In that area s1 , as usual, is parallel to bedding in 
the Gander Group. The nearest outcrop of paragneiss shows that the 
gneissic banding. also strike; parallel to s1 of the Gander Group, and 
, 
' 
. 
j 
., 
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here the gneissic banding is apparently mylonitized in t hat same 
direction . Although not conclusive, this suggests that the effec t 
of the Gander Group o1 , i s to mylonitize the basement gneisses 
J.ldnllel to the ::;re-existing banding. Also, close to the contac t , 
the gnei ssos i ty o f the Square Pond Gneiss and 51 (and beddi rig of 
the Gandet Group)strilo.e parallel i.e., even where there are abrupt 
changes in strike, the changes are cons(stent for both terranes. Th us 
'it appears that s1 of the Gander Group controls the attitude, loca l ly, 
of the Square Pond Gneiss. 
The second deformatiQn of the G~Group, represented by 
th': widely developed 52 fol 1 ~t i on, has a '"more ~vious effect on the 
ba,sement gneisses. In the Gander Group, s2 has a consistent north-
east trend and generally strikes sub-parallel to bedding . It c an 
however, intersect bedding and s1 at a considerable angle (southfest 
corner of Wing Pond). The same is true 1ior its effect upon the Square 
Pond Gneiss, quite clearly displayed along the south and west shores 
of Gull Pond . The gneissic banding is generally vertical and the 
Gander Group s2 cuts i~ ~lith shallow dips to·· the northwest (see Plate 
69) . Locally the paragneisse-s strike. northwest, hav~sub-vertiql 
dips, and are cut by the s2 foliation. The gneissic banding is a·lso 
disoosed in rninor recurrt>ent folds to which the shallow northwestward 
dipping 'foliation is axial planar (see Plate 70). These effects of 
the ~ander Group Stare also developed in local patches of granite 
gnei s s found in the same vicin i ty i.e., 52 only deforf; s1 and S0 
of Gander Gro·up but re - wot:-ks c'omplex gneisstc foliations ,n Square 
Plate 69. 
Plate 70. 
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Gently inclined S of the Gander Group (parallel to 
pencil)cutting acfoss sub-vertical gneissic banding 
of the Square Pond Gneiss (Gull Pond). 
Recumbent folds of the gneissic banding within the 
Square Pond Gneiss (Gull Pond). S2 of the Gander Group forms the axial plane foliatTon. · 
• 
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\ 
Pond Gneiss. 
Structural re-working of the Square Pond Gneiss during t~e 
deformation of the Gander Group is also demonstrated by that body of 
gabbro on the west shore of Gull Pond (Fig. 5). The gabbro intrudes 
the paragneisses, post-dating the gJ')eissic banding. The southern 
portion of this body i s virtually und.eformed (Plate 71) . Its north-
east extension, however, has been quite strongly deformed by a strong 
penetrative foliation which locally is composite (see Plate 72) i .e., 
result of transposition of an earlier foliation . Thi5 foliation 
trends northeast and has va_riable dips i .e., both gentle ar1d steep to 
the northwest and soutl'least. Locally this variation in dip may be 
attributed to a late phase of folding similar to the F3 folds of the 
Gander Group.,, The gabbro is therefore interpreted to intrude the · 
basement terrain prior to the deformation of the overlying Gander • 
• • 
Group. It is essentially massive along its so~thern margin but i s 
overprinted by the Gander Group deformations a 1 ong its no~thern 
margin, closest to the basement/cover contact. The main foliat.ion 
is probably s
2
, explaining its local composite nature. The later . 
re - folds would be F3 folds of the Gander Group . 
Continuous exposure between the postulated basement· terrain 
and cover rocks· do not occur in the Gull Pond-Home Pond area. However, 
the contrasts between the paragneisses and the metasediMentary rocks, 
the .sharp contact between the different terranes, and the re-working 
of the older gneissic foliation by the Gand.er Group deformations 
clearly demonstrate that a bas~ment/cover relationship does exist. 
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Plate 71. Gabbro cutting Square Pond Gneiss west of Gull Pond. 
Gabbro is relatively undeformed here, in the southern 
p~rt of the body. 
Plate 72. Gabbro at Gull Pond showing the composite, gently 
dipping s2 foliation of the Gander Group. Here, the gabbro is deformed since it is close to the zone of 
reconstitution. 
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5.5 Aeromagnetic Patterns 
The contact between the Gander Group and the Bonavista Bay 
Gneiss Complex is also evident from aeromagnetic maps (Fig . 6). The 
Gander Group (Home Pond) is reflected hy evenly and widely spaced 
magnetic contours repres~n ting bro~d anom~lies of relative ly low 
intensity . The low metamorphic grade and la c k of detrital magnetite 
in the Gander Grcrup could account for this . The magnetic pattern 
over the Square Pond Gneiss (Gull Pond and Wing Pond) cons i sts of 
closely spaced contours defining numerous ellipical shaped anomal i es 
of relatively high intensity . The involved metamorph ic an8 struc.tura l 
h istory of the gneisses, small gabbro plugs, the possibhe presence of 
amphibolites, explains this strong contrast with >he Gander G[oup 
terrane. The abrupt change in the aeromagnetic pattern defi nes a l i ne 
which coincides with the mapped b~sement/cover contact. 
Diffuse anomalies of lower intensity than that over the 
paragneiss terrane reflects the Middle B.rook Granite. The granite-
Paragneiss contact east of Gull Pond marks the change in aeromagnetic 
patterns . 
·s.6 Post-tectonic Intrusive Rocks 
-
5.6:1 The Middle Brook Granite 
The Middle· Brook Granite (Fig. 5) is less extensive than 
shown by J.enness {1963). Everywhere the granite is relatively fre~h 
and undeformed ahd pos.t-dates all structures in the country rocks, i.e.,., 
' 
Figure 6 Aeromagnetic pattern of tne Home Pond-Gull Pond area snowing tne Gander Group, the 
Square Pond Gneiss, and tne Middle Brook Granite. Magnetic. Contour Interval is 
20 gammas. (Geological Survey of Canada Aeromagnetic Map #190G, 1954). 
F1gure 6 Aeromagnet1c pattern of tne Home Pond-Gu11 Pond area show1ng the Gander Group, the 
Square Pond Gne1ss, and the M1ddle Broo~ Granite. Magnet1c Contour Interval ls 
20 gammas. (Geolog1ca1 Survey of Canada Aeromagnet1c Map #190G, 1954) . 
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cordierite and andalusite porphyroblasts overprint the lolia t ion of 
the Square Pond Gneiss in a narrow contact aureole (Gamba Junc tion 
and east of Gull Pond). In the northern portion of the body, widel y 
. spaced feldspar phenocrysts give the granite a "spottingly" porphyritic 
texture . 
5. 6. 2 The Maccles Lake Granite 
A large body of granite very similar to the Middle Brook 
Granite underlies an area to the south of the latter. A particularly 
good section of this granite is exposed along the western half of 
Maccles Lake and is here referred to as the Maccles Lake Gran i te 
(previously referred to as the Freshwater Bay Granite by Strong et al. 
(1974) and Bell~~~- (1974) ) . However, this granite does not 
extend to Freihwater Bay, whjch was an interpretation based on the 
earlier work of Jenness (1963) : There is no evidence to suggest that 
it links up with the Middle Brook Graniie. (There is no 6utcrop 
around northeast ~nd of Gamba Pond and bottom of Freshwater Bay, and 
continuity is .. not suggested on aeromagnetic map of area.) 
The Ma cc les Lak.e Granite is a coarse grained, porphyritic 
body rich in biotite (see Plate 73). For the most part it is mass ive 
but locally may have a weak foliation which is defined byfa poor 
-alignment of biotite . There is no quartz alignment, feldspars are 
without "tails" and no augen stru£tures are developed. On the granite's 
t1JI 
eastern "lclrgin, north shore of Maccles Lake, there is a more intense 
foliation, confined to the centac~ area of the granite and interpreted 
Plate 73. 
Plate 74. 
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Massive, porphyritic, Maccles Lake Granite (Maccles 
Lake) . 
Massive Terra Nova Granite containing a xenolith of 
mylonite (Terra Nova Lake). 
.. 
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I 
to be induced by t~ intrusion of the granite into the country rocks). 
The Maccles · Lake Granite appears to intrude the Lockers Bay 
Granite . Vnfortu~ately the contact area is not exposed but t he map 
patt~rn and contrasts between the ' two granites support this inter-
pre ta t i on ( F i g . 5 ) . This granite also intrudes the Hare Bay Gneiss 
post-tectonically . Locally, contact migmatites are developed (south 
shore of Maccles Lake) . This local migmatization of the granite 
gneiss results in an agmatite . No penetrative def~mation is eviden t 
in the granitic matrix. 
~~e Terra Nova Granite 
The Terra Nova Granite is a smaller body which is centered 
around the eastern end of Terra Nova Lake. It is a f resh undeformed 
granite very similar to the Newport Granite and contains large 
microcline meg~crysts surrounded by smal l grains of quartz and 
biotite . . On its western margin it ·intrudes and is chilled against the 
Love Cove Group and mylonites of the Dover Fault. The latter may be 
seen on the north~shore of Terra Nova Lake where feldspathic mylon i tes 
are cut by the granite. The granite also contains xenoliths of 
granitic mylonite related. to the Dover Fault grani.tes (see Plate 74) . 
On its eastern margin the Terra Nova Granite intrudes tfle Musgrave-
town Group producing a contact metamorph1c aureole . 
5. 7 Conclusions 
The Dover Fault forms the Gander/ Avalon Zone boundary for 
\ 
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sorne 60 km in northeastern Newfo undland. Structural rel ationshi ps and ) 
along its mapped leng~ most adjacent rock units are consistent 
Bonavista Bai·Gneiss Complex represents two gneissi c units; a pa ra-
gneiss terrane and a younger orthognei ss terrane. This complex is 
basement to cover rocks of the Gander Group. Large post- t ectoni c 
granite intrusions cut the deformed rock s of the Gander and Avalon / 
.J 
Zones. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUS?~nN AND MAJOR CORRELATIONS 
·6. l __ -~-~f_-~~c_k_~_a~_D_e_formation 
The Dover Fault is considered to be Precambrian in age i . e . , 
the juxtaposing of the Gander and Avalon Zones is P.recambrian. Since 
t 
the regional cataclastic foliation with which the -Dover Fault "is 
assoc iated overprints t he gneisses and some of the granites of the 
Gander Zone and deforms the Love Cove Group of the Avalon Zone, then 
.. 
controls on the deformational age -of the Love Cove Group will ap pl y 
to al 1 rocks a f fected by the same event. In this regard the Musgrave-
t own Group is extremely important. 
~ 
Relatively undeformed clastic sedimentary rocks of the 
Musgravetown Group are in fault contact with the Love Cove Group 
within the map-area (Fig. 5) as well as elsewhere in the Avalon Zone 
(Jenness, 1963) . The strong contrast in metamorphism and deformational. 
intensity ac~.oss these faults would suggest that the Love Cove Group 
(see Plate 75) was deposited and deformed prior to the Musgravetown 
Group~ (see Plate 76). Jenness (1963) reported the presence of green-· 
s chist volcanic fragments of the Love Cqve Group in basaJ conglomerates 
of the Musgravetown Group . . This locality at Bread Cove southwestern 
part of Bonavista Bay, was visited by the writer. Abundant greens ch i.st 
fragments were found identi cal to units within the Love Cove Group . 
Other metamorphic fragJT~nts such as defo.nned garnet iferous granite 
and schistose granite were also found (stro"g?i""9 a 
\ 
mola sse 
Plate 75. 
Plate 76. 
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General view of strongly deformed Love Cove Group. 
(north shore of Content Reach). 
General view of gently dipping Musgravetown Group 
(south shore of Content Reach). 
, 
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type facies for the Musgravetown Group). Since then, other localities 
around sout hern Bonavista Bay have been seen with schistose Love Cove 
fragments being a coriDon occurrence i n Musgravetown Group conglomer-
ates . Thus, it is reasonably clear that the Love Cove Group was 
deformed prior t o the de po s i tion of t he "1usgravetown Group . ·The 
Mus grave town Group is conformably or unconformably overlain by 
fossilifero us Lower Cambrian strata elsewhere withi n the Ava lon Zone 
{Jenn€ ':>5 , 1963). Therefore thi s 1'10lasse facie s seque nce is late 
Hadrynian or possibly Early Cambrian in age and the Lo v..e Cove Group 
tnus t be Precambr i an . 
The Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex is o~terprinted by t he Pre-
cambrian cataclastic fo liation. Before this it had a complex 
" 
s t r uc tural hi s to ry . .'\lthough imposs ible to state absolutely , these 
gne i s ses are interpreted to represent a basement terrane of possib l e 
Helikian (or older) age . 
The Lockers Ba y Granite . by the same argument. is considered 
Precambri an . The Dover Fault granites may be younger s ince they 
appear to be local ized along the, fault, suggesting an a lready present 
zone o f weakness. 
Kennedy and r~cGonigal (J'J72) and Kennedy (1975 ) have shown 
that the deformation of the Gander Group must pre-date the Middle 
Ordovician Oavi dsvi lle Group farther to the west . They based their 
conc lu sions upon the nature of the con tact be t ween t he two groups : 
unconfo rmity i~ the south and melange in the· north ; the presence of ~ 
metamorphi c detritus of likely Gander Group der ivation within the 
... 
... 
/ 
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Davidsville Group grey.:ackes; and the abrupt change· and contrasts 
between the simply deformed Davidsville Group and the polydeformed 
Gander Group . ~ince the Davidsville Group contains Middle Ordovician 
brachiopods (Jenness. 1963), the Gander Group must have been deformed 
in pre-Middle Ordovician time. 
s
1 
of the Gander Group appears to locally mylonitize the 
Square Pon~Gneiss parall~l to the gneissic banding. It could also 
be the same late foliation which is ubiquitously dev~loped in the 
Square Pond Gneiss. Within the Hare Bay Gneiss the overprinting of 
the gneissic band ing by the late cataclasti c foliation is analogous. 
Thus, it is prob~ble that s1 of the Gander Group and the regiona 1 
cataclastic foliation with which the Dover Fault is associated were 
formed by the same deformational event, which would thus be of Pre-
cambrian age. 
Subsequent deformation of the Gander Group may be considerably 
younger than o
1
. o
2 
for example, is restricted to the cover rocks 
except for minor re-working along the contact with the basement 
gne i sses; the polarization of o2 structures indicate that structural 
r•lObilization was in i tiated west of the basement/cover contact; 02 
reflects comparatively high level deformation (thrusting in cover 
rocks) which has a limited eastward influence . . This contrasts sharply 
with the earlier regional steep ·foliation which deforms the western 
margin of the Avalon Zone, overprints the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex, 
and JTidY also be s1 of the Gander Group. 
"' Kennedy (197~ referred to possible Precambrian deformation of 
the Gander Group 'as the Gar'lderian Orogeny , and considered all the 
,.. 
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structures to be related to that orogenic episode. Although th i s is 
quite possible, the structural contrasts outline~ above permit a pol~~ 
\ 
orogenic model to be applied in explaining the deformational history 
-
of the Gander Group . 
Post-tectonic granites, i.e. the Terra Nova, Maccles La ke, 
t1iddle Brook and Newport, may be of any age younger than the regional 
I 
cataclastic foliation, probably Middle Paleozoic. ' 
6 . 1.1 Radiometric ages on some granitic rocks 
Bell and Blenkinsop (1974) and BeJl. (pers . co11111 . , -1975} have 
produced several radiometric ages using the Rb-Sr whole-rock method 
on granitic plutons of both the Gander and Avalon Zones. These data 
(see Table l) both concur and conflict with the geological field data 
. 
and the interpretations already outlined in this aJld preceeding 
.. 
---•' 
chapters . Only thos~ granitic rocks directly related t o the writer' s ~ 
work will be discussed(Fig. 7) . 
TABLE I 
Rb-Sr whole - rock ages on some granitic rocks from Southeastern New-
found land. 
Straddling Granite 
Ackley Ba tho 1 Hh 
Terra Nova Granite 
Maccles Lake (freshwat~r Bay. Granite of 
Bell et al . , 1974) 
Middle ~rook Granite 
Lockers Bay Granite 
Dover Fault Granite (South of Hare Bay) 
490 .:_ 10 m. y. 
344 .:_ 8 m.y. 
335 .:_ 18 m.y. 
360 : 17 m. y. 
440 .:_ 30 m.y. 
300 + 18 1!1. y. 
~00: 30 m.y. 
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I 0 0 · K M. 
I. STRADDLING GRANiTE ( 490:!: 10) 
2. ACKLEY BATHOLITH ( 344 ± 8) 
3. TERRA NOVA GRANITE (335 ± 18) 
4 . . MACCLES LAKE GRANITE ( 360 :1:.17) 
5. MIDDLE BROOK GRANITE(440 ± 30) 
6. LOCKERS BAY GRANITE ( 500 ± 18) 
·7. DOVER FAUU GRANITE (400 :I: 30) 
Figure 7. Some granitic rocks of eastern Newfoundland showing 
their Rb-Sr Whole rock ages. 
N 
I 
I 
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The Straddling Granite - This granite is common to both the Gander and 
Avalon Zones in southeastern Newfoundland and therefore post-dates the 
postulated Precambrian juxtaposing of the two zones (Blackwood and 
O'Drisc'ol1, 1976). The Rb-Sr age of 490 + 10 m.y. supports this 
interpretation. ( 
Ackley Batholith - This large bathol i th intrud~s both the Gander and 
Avalon Zones, virtually welding them together, and post-dates the 
• 
Cambrian rocks of the Avalon Zone (Williar!ls, 1971): Its Rb-Sr age 
of 344 :, 8 m.y. does not conflict with any of the interpretations 
proposed. 
/ - - -
' Terra Nova Granite - This granite post-dates the Dover Fault and rocks 
defonned in association with it. Its age of 335 + 18 m.y. does not 
conflict with this. 
Macc1es Lake Granite (Freshwater Bay Granite of Bell, 1974) . This 
body intrudes t~e Hare Bay Gneiss post-tectonically and appears to 
cut off the Lockers Bay Granite. Its Rb-Sr age of 360 + 17 m.y . is 
i n agraement with this. 
Middle Brook Granite - Intrudes . the Traverse Brook and Square Pond 
Gneiss post-tectoni cally and post-dates the cataclastic foliatiqn 
associated with the Dover Fault. The age of 440:, 30 m.y. for t his 
I 
pos t - tectonic, undeformed pluton is supportive of geology already 
described . 
' 
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Lockers Bay Granite 
- Interpreted to be -Precambrian by writer based 
on field evidence . The Rb-Sr age of 300 _: 18 m. y. for this highly 
de'formed body poses a lrious prob 1 em. The wr i t~r cannot justify 
a Carboniferous age for this pluton when considering the regional 
geology. Also, the age of 440 ~ 30 m.y . , on the nearby, obviously 
post-tectonic, Middle Brook. Granite is" incongruous with a 300 .:_ 18 m.y. 
age for the regionally deformed Lockers Bay (Fig. 3). The age must 
be significant but the writer doubts that it represents the i ntrusion 
or defonnational age· of the granite. 
Dover Fault Granit~s(South of Hare Bay) - These granites probably post-
date the initiation of the Dover Fault since they appear to be 
localized along it. Also, the deformational inhomogeneity exhibited 
by trrese granites suggest different ttmes of intrusion are represented 
with respect to movement a·long the Dover Fault. Thus, the ag_e of 
400 + 30 m. y. on tha.t granite body south of Hare Bay may not be in 
conflict with the data already present~d, . i.e., the deformation of 
that body would represent re-flattening along the Dover Fault at t his 
time . However, that re-flattening would have to be quite marginal to 
the Dover Fault and parallel to the existing foliation i.e., since 
... 
that foliation overprints the gneisses, ·defonns the Lockers Bay 
.. 
Granite and is Precarrbrian in age (even the radiometric data wou ld 
suggest that the pre-existing foliation is pre- 440 + 30 m.y .• the 
age of the Middle Brook Granite) . 
The radiometric ages fall ' into two categories: those of unde-
) 
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formed post-tectonic· granites which support or certainly do not 
contradict the field ~vidence or the writer's interpretation; and 
those of highly deformed cataclastic granites which strongly conflict 
with the field evidence, the writerJs interpretations and to some 
extent other radiometric dates . Thus, in a qualitive , fashion there 
seems to be some relationship between anomalously young Rb-Sr ages 
and the granite~' cataclastic history of deformat ion . Odom and 
' Fullagar (1973) reached a similar conclusion on · ~b-Sr dates of the 
Henderson Gneiss, a major lithological unit of th~ Inner Piedmont, 
c 
where it becomes mylonitized adjacent to the Brevard Zone in North 
and South Carolina. They also suggest that the young ages reflect 
some post-ca·taclasis, low tel!llerature event which only affected the 
already severely mylonitized rock~ . Perhaps this may explain the 
problems presented by the Rb-Sr ages in this area. Finally, if the 
Rb-Sr ages ,are significant they indicate that a major Variscan regiona l 
event (including the Dover Fault) must have affected the westernmost 
Avalon Zone and most of the Gander Zone . Although some age d~tes 
. -
themselves refute this event, the st~uctural and stratigraphic 
history of the western Avalon Zone makes this most unlikely. 
6. 2 The Gander/Avalon Zone Boundary in Southern Newfoundland (after 
Blackwood and o~oriscoll, 1976). 
6.2.1 Introduction 
The Hermitage BayFault (Widmer, 1950) . fonns the boundary 
\ 
f ·. 
. ; 
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between the Gander and Avalon ~nes in southeastern Newfoundland. It 
separates deformed granitic_ rocks of the Gander Zone from undeformed 
~mentary, volcanic, and granitic rocks of the Avalon Zone . The 
. fault was interpreted by Widmer (1950) to be a northwest dipping, 
high angle reverse fault. In fact it 1s a breccia zone which does 
not represent the ori gina 1 structure 11hi ch marked the boundary. In 
this regard it contrasts sharply with the Dover Fault . Also,- the 
~ermitage ~ay Fault is probably a Paleozoic feature since it i nvolves 
Late Hadrynian - Early Cambrian molasse facies rocks. 
The Gander and Avalon Zones are cut by two granite bodies 
which straddle the boundary between the two zones. One is the Ackley 
Batholith (White, 1939) that cuts the southern porti on of the boundar¥; 
the other is a small pluton that cuts the boundary in the extreme 
south. Northeast of Ackley Batholith, the Dover Fault marks the 
contact between the two zones; to the ~t the contact is the 
Hermitage Bay Fault (Fig. 2). 
6 . 2.2 Geology of the Gander Zo~e adjacent to the Hermitage 
Bat Fault. 
A variety of granitic rocks underlie the. Gander Zone in th i s 
region {Fig . 8). Along the Hermitage Bay Fault d-iscontinuous len-
ticular bodies of megacrystic granite are exposed. This rock is 
characterized by large microcline megacrysts 2-4 em long. Overprinting 
.... 
the granite is a strong. northeast-trending, steeply-dipping. tecton ic 
foliation. This penetrati~e foliat ion is defined by a biotite/chlorite 
"-· 
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Figure 8. Geology adjacent to the · Hermitage Bay Fault in south-
eastern Newfoundland (after Blackwood and O'Driscoll, 1976). 
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\~ 
alignment (locally by the elongation of quartz) and forms augen 
around the microcline megaefysts. These rocks are cut locally by a 
widely spaced strain-slip cl~avage. 
To the northwest the megacrystic granite is intruded~ a 
fine to medium grained, equigranular granite (Fig . 8). Muscovite is 
generally characteristic of this granite but may not occur in local 
zones of biotite granit~. No clear cut ·intrusive contacts occur 
between the muscovite granite and the biotite (muscovite) granite. 
These granitic rocks are consider~d part of a -composite pluton. 
Overprinting the equigranular granite is a pervasive, northeast 
trending, northwest dipping foliation. This foliation varies in 
intensity and where strongly developed, .mica alignment and quartz 
elongation are co1111l0n. Locally the equigranular granite is intruded 
pretectonic_a lly by garnetiferous granite vei'ns. 
Farther to the northwest, these granites and similar bodies 
intrude basement gneisses of the Gander Zone (Coleman-Sadd, 1976) . 
6.2.3 Geology of the Avalon Zone adjacen~ to the Hermitage 
Bay Fault 
Acidic to mafic volcanic and associated pyroclastic rocks 
,. 
comprise the Connaigre Bay Group (Wid~r, 1950) close to the 
Hennitage Bay Fault (Fig. 8) . . These include rhyolitic and basa l tic 
flows. fine laminated tuffs, and agglomerates. Farther south, the 
Conr.~aigre Bay Group a.lso contains red clastic ·rocks including sand-
. . 
stones and coarse conglomerates (O'Driscoll, 197~). These sedimentary 
I 
;t 
-! 
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and volcanic rocks are involved in northeast-trending, gently plunging 
folds with a preferentially developed axial planar cleavage. However, 
no regional penetrative foliation affects the Connaigre Bay Group 
and it is relatively undeforrned adjacent to the Hermi tage Bay Fault . 
TNe Connaigre Bay Group is unaated, but it is correlated with the 
Late Hadrynian Long Harbour Group to the east (W1dmer, J950; Williams, 
1971). These rocks are also correlated in general wi th t he molasse 
facies rocks of the Avalon Zone . 
Intrusive rocks, mainly dioritic to granodioritic in com-
position, cut the Connaigre Bay Group in this region and form part 
of a much larger intruii~n to the southeast, the Simmons Brook 
Batholith (Williams, 1971) . The northwest limit of this batholi t h is 
marked by the Hermitage Bay Fault. Adjacent to the fault, ~inor 
zones of shearing and brecciation occur . For the most part, however, 
these intrusive rocks are undeformed and sho~ no evidence of a 
penetrative foliation. In the south, the Sinmons Brook Bathol i t h is 
unconformably overlain by the Cinq Isles and Pools Cove Formations 
of probable Devonian age (Williams, 1971) . Minor i ntrusive· rocks 
also cut th~ Connaigre Bay Group and include pink-purple felsites, 
medium-grained diorite, medi.um-grained gabbro and leucogranite. 
Intensely deforme~ acid volcan i ~ rocks o~crop in two isolated 
local-Hies along the Hermitage Bay Fau l t (Fig. 8). The southern 
"' occurren e ' i s sl'la 11 , but the northern occurrence occupies an area at 
leas t threE;! 
contrast sha 
by more than one km wide . These volcan i c rocks 
0 
the surrounding Connaigre Bay Group and SilllllOriS 
... 
J ·,.·· .. 
1 
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Brook Batholith since they are deformed by a fine penetrative foliation~ 
(see Plate 77}. This foliation has a cataclastic component "discernable 
in the northern locality . There the volcanic rocks are intruded pre-
tectonically by .a granodiorite body . In the coarser-grained rock· the 
plagioclase crystals are 
down to produce "ta i7s". 
strongly flattened and mechanically broken 
Elongate quartz and ~tron9ly oriented 
\ . 
biotite form augen around these pyroclasts. The foliation consist-
ently trends northeast with steep dips. 
6.2.4 Granitic rocks common to both Gander and Avalon Zones 
An equigranular, medium-grained granite with pink fel~spar 
cuts both the Gander and Avalon Zones at the northeast end of Hermitage 
Bay (Fig . 8). It is here referred to as the Straddling Granite . This 
granite is generally leucocratic with quartz, - potash feldspar and 
plagioclase predomi nating. Locally, muscovite and minor biot i te 
occur. In the Gander Zone the Straddling Granite cuts the deformed 
,, 
equigranular granite post-tectonically. In the Avalon Zone it intrudes 
volcanic rocks of the Connaigre Bay Group. This granite has no penetra-· 
tive foliation and is undeformed except for. local shear zones . 
In the northe2st the Ackley ~atholith cuts both the Gander and 
Avalon Zones. This huge undeformed batholith has several phases of 
granite with a corase-grained, porphyri~ j c phase predominating. It 
intrudes Cambrian sedimentary r9Cks, an~ correlatives of this gran i te 
'"' intrude probable Devonian sedi~nts of the Cinq Isles and Poo ls Cove 
Formations to the southeast (Williams .• 1971). 
.. 
Plate 77. 
Plate 78. 
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Deformed acid volcanic rocks along Hermitage Bay 
Fault. 
Breccia within the Hermitage Bay Fault Zone. Note 
fragments of foliated Gander Zone granite. 
\. 
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6. 2. _ 5'---_T_h-=e_ He rmi tage Bay Fau 1 t 
The Hermitage Bay Fault is a relatively straight feature 
extend i ng from Hermitage Bay northeastward to the Ackley Batholith 
(Fig. 8) . It is marked by a deep, steep-walled valley . The deformed 
granitic rocks of the Gander Zone occur to the northwest of the fault; 
to the southeast the relatively undeformed volcanic and intrusive 
rocks of the Avalon Zone are exposed. 
The fault is a 50-100 metre wide breccia zone . The breccia 
contilins both Gander and Avalon Zone rocks represented as sma 11 (less 
. . than 1 em) to large (greater than 7 em) fragments (see Plate 78). 
Some f'ragments l'ldy be angular bYt most are sub-angular to rounded. 
Gar·der Zone/ragments may be distinguished by their pre-brecciation • 
fo liation which is disoriented within the fault zone . Avalon Zone \ 
fragments are rerresented by brecciated, previously undeformed roc k. •~ 
Generally there is a fairly sharp contact between the two types of 
brecc ia within the fault zone. The development. of chlorite is coiTITIOn . 
Alon g puts of the fault-controlled valley, exposure is poor and the 
corroosition of the breccia is unknown. 
The Hermitage Bay Fault cuts the Straddling Granite wh i ch 
be comes severely brecciated within the fault zone. It also extends 
for several metres into the Ackley Batholith. 
6.2 .6 Dis cussion 
The Dover F au 1t ; s cut off southwards by the Ack 1 ey Ba tho 1 i t h. 
I t is probable that a continuation of this fault once marked the 
j 
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Sander/Avalon Zone boundary south of the Ackley Batholith as well. 
The Hermitage Bay Fault. however, now occupies that site. 
In southeastern Newfound 1 and the S tradd 1 i ng Gran i te is colllllOn 
• 
to both the Gander and Avalon Zones and post-dates the juxtapos·i ng 
of the two zones . The Hermitage Bay Fault post-dates the Straddling 
Granite and thece fore is not the o-;;gz: I structure which marked the 
boundary. The deformed acid volcanic rocks along the Hermitage Bay _ 
Fault are quite simi 1 ar to those of the Love Cove Group in t he north-
east,. It is suggested that these strongly foliated rO<:ks are remnan t s 
of an o 1 der deformed terrane that once marked the northwestern margin 
of the Avalon Zone and were deformed as a result of the juxtaposing 
of the Gander and Avalon Zones. The strong foliation in therrega-
crystic granite of the Gander Zone is the result of the same deform-
at ion. 
The Simmons Brook Batholith, a Silurian or older intrusion, 
i s undeformed (except for local brecciation) adjacent to tht! ~rmitage 
Bay Fault . Likewise, the Late Hadrynian Connaigre Bay Group is not 
penetratively foliated along the fault . Therefore, the juxtaposing 
of the Gander and Avalon Zones with the associated regional cataclasti c 
foliation predated these rocks and i s Precambrian 'in age. The volcani c 
and red clastic rocks of the Connaigre Bay Group have a simi lar s patia l 
relationshi p with the Gander/Avalon Zone boundary as the Musgravetown 
Group in northea s tern Newfoundland . O' Dri sc oll (1976 ) reported 
xenoli~hs of foliated sedimentary <tnd volcani c rocks in a di orite 
whi c h cuts the Connaigre Bay Group . The xenoliths are i nterpreted to 
-~ 
f 
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represent the older deformed terrane upon which the molasse facies 
and associated volcanic rocks were deposited. 
T~appears that a continuation of the Dover Fault once 
marked the Gander/Avalon Zone boundary in southeastern Newfoundland. 
Subsequent movement modified this contact, producing the Hermitage 
Bay Fault along the older zone of weakness. In this area, the 
Connaigre Bay Group covers the Hadrynian deformed ,terrane of the 
Avalon Zone. The roovement which produced the Hermitage Bay Fault 
post-dates the Straddling Granite and Ackley Batholith. This would 
make it of probable Devo~ian age possibly related to the Acadian 
Orogeny in Newfoundland. 
6.3 General Conclusions regarding the Gan~r and Avalon Zones in 
Newfoundland 
The Gander and Av~lon Zones mark the southeastern side of the 
Appalachian system in Newfoundland. The Dover Fault forms the 
" boundary between the zones in northeastern Newfoundland, initiated 
' · during the juxtap~sing of the two zones in the Precambrian. Subsequent 
mov.ement probably in the Devonian, modified this fault in southeastern 
Newfoundland p~oducing the Hermitage Bay Fault. 
The Gander Zone underlies an area to the northwest· of the 
Dover-Hennitage Bay Fault system . It forms a belt of crystalline 
rocks running northeast-southwest in eastern NewfoundlanCI; along the 
south coast of the island it swings around into an approximate east-
west trend, eventually ending at Ute Cape Ray Fault (Brown, 1973) in 
western Newfounaland (Fig. 1) . The Gander Zone is underlain by a 
.. 
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basement gneiss terrane called the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex in 
northeastern Newfoundland. The Gander Gr:oup forms a co_Yer sequenc:\o 
these basement rocks. In southeastern Newfoundland, S.P. Coleman-
Sadd (1974) described a reconstitation zone between gneiss and over-
lying polydeformed metasedimentary rocks of the Baie d'Espoir Group . 
The latter has been correlated with rocks in the Gander ~egion 
. .... 
(Jenness, 1963) and the south coast gnei.sses are likely an extension 
of the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex. 
The age of deformation of the Gander Group is pre-Middle 
· Ordovician and the first structures _(0 1 ) maY_ be Precantlrian. Sub-
sequent structures (D2) m~y be much younger (Lower Paleozoic?). 
The Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex is Precant>rian and may be as old 
. 
as Helikian. During the Late Precambrian the gneisses were over-
.. 
printed by a regional foliation (Gand_erian Orogeny). 
The Avalon.Zone underlies that area to ·the ~outheast of the 
:lover-Hermitage Bay Fault system and i~ludes the' eastern portion of· 
Newfoundland. It also extends to the continental margin (Grant, 1972) 
and is the largest of the tectonostratigraphic zones_, bei119 twice 
J the width of the remaini ng Appalachian Belt . 
) 
The oldest rocks in the Avalon Zone are Precant>rian volcanic 
and flyschoid ~equences. These are represented by the deformed Love 
I 
Cove -and Connecting Point Groups on the zone'swestern l}largin. The 
equivalen1S of these rocks are less deformed towards the center of 
the zone, i.e. the Harbour Main and co)ception Groups (Rose, 1952). 
The rocks were deformed in the Precan1:>rian (Avalonian Orogeny of 
L i 11 y , 1966) . 
' 
'. 
1 
I 
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lat'e Hadrian-Early Carrt>rian molasse" facies and volcan i c rocks 
of the Musgra vetown Group unconformably overlie the Love Cove Group 
pnd Connecting Poi'nt Group (~yes, 1948) at the western margin of the 
Avalon Zone. In the east, towards the center of the zone, equivalents 
, 
of the rtlsgravetown Group, i.e . Hodgewater Group (Hutchi nson;· 1953) 
and Cabot Group (Rose, 1952) 1 ie with slight di sconformity or 
. ' 
conformably upon the Conception Group. This change from west to 
east reflects a decrease in the intensity of the Avalonian Orogeny away 
from the margin of the Avalon Zone. 
6.4 Gander and Avalon Zone Cor~elations in the Canadian and Southern 
' · 
Appalachians. 
The zonal subdivision of the Newfoundland Appalachians has 
been ·a-pplied 'with so~ success to the rest of the Canadian Appahchians 
(Williams, Kennedy and Neale, 1972). Since then the southwestward 
extension of the Gander and Avalon Zones have been refined (Rast, 
Kennedy and Blackwood, 1976). This is best done in New Brunswick where 
crystalline rocks · of the ~•iramichi Highlands, including megacrystic 
and garnetiferous granitic ro,ks, _are comparable to the Gander Zone 
of Newfoundland (Fig. 9). The Avalon Zone is ·underlain by gneisses 
and. metasedimentary' rocks of the Green Head Group (Alcock, 1938) which 
forms a basement terrane to the volcanic and minor flyschoid rocks of 
the Coldbrook Group (Alcock, 1938). The latter is unconformably 
overlain by the Late Hadrynian- Early Cambrian molasse facies of the 
Ratcliffe Brook Formation (Patel, 1973, 1975). In New Brunswick, the 
( 
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Gander and Avalon Zones are separated by 65 km of Ordovician and 
Silurian rocks . This Early Paleozoic basin unconformably overlaps 
the Gander Zone ,and is in fault contact with the Ava l on Zone. Called 
the Fredericton Zone by l(ast, Kennedy and Blackwood (1.976), it 
apparently has developed upon the old .Precambrian fault (Dover Fault 
,. 
of Newfoundland) that separates the Gander and Avalon Zones. 
In Nova Scotia, distinction into Gander-Avalon Zone rocks is 
more difficult. However~ the southern portion of the George River. 
Group (Weeks, 1954) is probably eq1,.1ivalent to the Greenhead Group of 
.r New ,Brunswick. The G~rge River is overlain wi .th inferred unconfonnity 
by Precamb1ian volcanic and flyschoid rocks (Weeks, 1954) similar to 
those found e 1 sewhere in the Ava 1 on Zone. The northern portion of the 
George River Group (on Cape Breton Isl~nd) contains polydeformed 
volcanic and sedimental"y rocks which may represent Gander Zone 
' 
equi~alents (Neale and Kennedy, 1975) . 
lrfMaine, at least two occurrences of crystalline rocks may 
be corr~lated with the Gander Zone (Fig. 10). One includes parts 'of 
the Grand Pitch Formation (Neuman, 1967) in northeastern Maine, which 
is similar to metasedimentary rocks of the Miramichi Highlands, and 
by extension to the Gander Group of Newfoundland. These rocks, 
hoWever, are considered by Neuman (1967) to be Early Cambrian in age . 
In southeastern Mai'n~, the Casco Bay Group consists of metasedimentary 
and ~tavolcanic rocks. including a111>hibolit~ and lime-sili cate 
gneisses (Hussey, 1971). -GarnetHerous granite veins post - date the 
gneissic;_ band.ing and have been subsequently deformed . These -rocks 
I 
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500 KM 
AVALON ZONE (H) 
FC ....... FOSSILIFEROUS CAMBRIAN 
c.s5 .. ... CAROLINA SLATE BELT 
Figure 10 . Possible correlatives of the Gander and Avalon Zon~s 
in the Canadian and Southern Appalachians . 
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are analogous to the Bonavi'Sta Bay Gneiss Complex and in part to the 
Gander Group, alth.ough the metamorphic grade is generally higher. 
However, the Casco Bay Group may actually be a .continuation of the 
bas~nt to the Avalon Zone, i.e. Green Head Group in New Brunswick, 
, George River Group in Nova Scotia (not exposed in Newfoundland but 
presuma~ly similar to the BonaV1sta Bay Gneiss Complex). 
Foss i 1 i ferous Cambrian rocks of eastern Massachusetts un-
conformably ovet:"lie a granodiorite body (Rodgers, 1972). In Newfound-
land, the Avalonian Orogeny as originally defined by Lilly ("1966), ' is 
marked by a similar unconformity between Cambrian stfata and the 
Holyrood Granite. Thus the Boston area may represent an extension 
of the Avalon Zone. 
In Rhode Island, the Blackstone Group is con~r~d to be 
Precambrian (Quinn, 1971) and appears to /'semble the Gander Group 
(Kennedy, 1975). If this area (Fig. 10) represents a continuation of 
the Gander Zone, then the Gander-Avilon boun~ary may lie just east of 
Cape Cod. 
The Fredericksburg Co~le?< in northeast Vtrginia consists of 
granodiorite gneiss, microcline .gneissic granite and schists (Pavlides 
et al .• 1974). The gneissic rocks are s_imilar to the Bonav i sta Bay 
Gneiss Col!lllex and the schists may represent Gander Group. Ages of 
late Precarrt>ri an to lower Paleozoic are uncertain but these rohs in 
Virginia are good correlatives with ·the Gander Zone. 
· Farther south, lflK:h of the area underlain by the Mobil.ized 
Inner Piednont and the Charlotte Belt (Ha,tcher, 1972) may ~e bander 
' 
.,. '· ' . 
. ' 
~· . . 
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.. 
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Zone correlat;v~. The Carolina Slate Belt comprising Late flrecambrian-
Cambrian volcanic · and vol~aniclastic roc~s is probably a continuati on 
of the Avalon Zone (Rodgers, 1972) . 
5.5 Gander and Avalon Zone Cgrrelations in the Caledanian System 
, 
The most obvi.ous_ European correlatives of the Gander anQ 
.Avalon Zones are found in Wales and southeast Ireland. Possible . 
Gander Zone eq~ivalents are exposed on the island of Anglesey, 
northern Wales (Fig. 11). Anglesey is underlain by the Mona Complex 
which may be divided into two broad units : a bedded series of meta-
. . 
, sedimentary rocks incluqing quartzi_tes, schists and greywackes with 
metavolcanic rocks; and a serie.s of banded gneisses. Greenly (1919) 
•. 0 
contended that the gneisses were basement to the bedded s~ries but 
Shackleton (1956) maintains that the metasediemntary rocks are 
· gr-adational into the gneisses with the latter representing a mig-
matized version of the former in areas of syntectonic m1gmatitic 
activity. However, Bri.an Sturt {pers collin., 197~) has observed 
gneissic xenoliths within the Coedana granite 1 a body responsible for 
much of the migmitization of the bedded series according to Shackleton. 
The xenoliths must represent a tectonized terrane older than the 
granite and are likely part of a basement c~l .ex to the bedded ser ies. 
Shackleton (1975) allows that both explanations are now plausible. 
The Mona Co"l'lex is dated as. Precambria'n radiometrically (Hoo~bath 
and Shackleton, 1966) and by stratigraphic means. i.e. unconfonmably 
overlain by .the Late Hadrynian Arvonian volcanic rocks i n southeast . . 
., 
'r 
.. -~ 
.. 
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Figure 11. 
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Anglesey (Greenly, 1919). Thus, it may be possib.le to equate the 
Bonavista Bay Gneiss . ComQlex with the probably basement gneisses of 
ithe Mona Co111;> 1 ex and the Gander Group with .the bedded series of the 
Mona COJ!lll ex. 
In southeast Ireland the Rosslare Complex ·consists of banded 
and nebulitic orthogneiss and paragneiss (Thorpe, 1974) with a 
comQlex history of deformation, metamorphism and mobilization. It 
. 
is much more complex than the adjacent Cullenstown Group, a clearly 
younger sequence of metasedimentary rocks. Both the Rosslare Complex 
and the Cullenstown Group are considered Precambrian (Rast and Crimes, 
1969). The Cullenstown Group is similar to parts of the bedded 
series of the Mona Complex. (Max, 1975) on Anglesey and by extension 
.... 
with the Gander Group. The Rosslare Complex would be ~Orrelated 
with the bas.ement? g.neisses of the Mona COITlplex ana is a good 
correlative lithologically and structurally with the Bonavista Bay 
Gneiss Complex, i.e. Precambrian orthogneiss and paragneiss. 
Excellent correlations ex1s't between the Avalon Zone and 
rocks in South Wales and the Welsh borderlands (Fig . 11). In north 
Pembrokeshire, South Wales, Precambrian volcanic rocks called the 
Pebidian are intruded by granitic and granophyric rocks called the 
Dimetian (Green, 1908) . The Dimetian is overlain by the Caerfai 
Basal Conglomerate of Lower Cambrian age (Ras1. and Crimes, 1969). 
In Newfoundland, the Precambrian Harbour Main Group consists of mainly 
) 
volcanic rocks which are intruded by the Holyrood Granite . The 
· Holytood Granite is disconforll8b1y overlain by a Cant>rian basal, 
. .. 
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conglomer-ate; -thus the similarity between Newfoundland and that part 
of Wales is pronounced. ' 
In the Welsh borderlands a more complete correlation of 
Avalon Zone stratigraphy is represented . ~the P~ecambrian Uriconian 
and ·tongmyndian successions . The f.ormer consists of acid volcanic 
rocks and is similar to the Harbour Main Group . The Longmyndian 
is subdivided into two broad units; Grey Longmyndian and Red 
Longmyndian (Rast and Crimes, 1969) . The former consists of grey 
and purple laminated"siltstones, shales, sandstones and tuffs. The 
Conception Group with its laminate~ sandstones and local volcanic 
horizons is readily correlated with the Grey lon~mynd i an . . However, 
the upper part of the Grey longmyndi·an consists mainly of purple and 
green shales which s·it unconformably upon the lower part of the 
sequence . These shales may be correlated with those found at the 
base of the Cabot Group which sits upon the Conception Group i n New-
foundland. The Red Longmyndian sits unconformably upon the Grey, and 
consists mostly of sandstones and conglomerates with ~ome shales and. 
tuffs. These rocks are analogous to the red conglomerates and sand-
stones at the top of the Cabot Group 1n Newfo~ndland. Like the Cabot 
and its Newfoundland equivalents of Hodgewater and Musgravetown Groups, 
the .Red longmyndian is probably a molasse sequence. 
The boundary between the Gander and Avalon Zones is less easily 
defined in Wales. However, it is suggested here that it runs through 
the Menai Strait which separates Anglesey from North Wales. The 
following reasons are urd for doing so: (1} the bedded serie's of the 
' 
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Mona Complex may be restricted to the northwest of the proposed 
boundary as the Gander;Jroup is of the Dover Fault. The occurrence of 
. . crystalline inl iers such as the Dutch Gin Schists, Rushton Schists, 
Primrose Hill Gneiss and the Malvern Gneiss (Rast and Grimes, 1968) 
in Wales does not refute this. These ~tamorphic rocks are probably 
base~nt to the Precarrbrian Avalonian rocks just described . As such 
· they may better be correlated with the basement? gneiss of Anglesey 
and the Bonavista Bay Gneiss Complex; (2) rot'ks of Avalon Zone 
affinity do not cr~s the Menai Strait; except for the acid volcani c 
rocks of the Arvonian (Greenly, 1919) which unconformely overlie mi ca 
schists of the Mofl'a Complex in sou'thea~t AngTesey . The Arvonian of 
North Wales is overlain conformably by the basa.l Cambrian conglomera te 
(Wood, 1969) . It is" thus · Eocambrian in age and likely correlative 
,) 
with the volcanic and sedimentary rocks of similar age and appearance 
in Newfoundland, e.g . Musgravetown Group . Therefore t he Arvonian 
would post-date a Dover Fault equivalent through the Menai Stra it; 
(3) The Menai Strait is th.e localit;: of persistent deep-seated fault 
. .., 
movements from the Precambrian onward (Wood, 1974) although no zone 
s imilar to the Dover Fault is preserved . 
6. 6 Relationships between r.ander-Avalon Zones and the Precambrian 
Cadomian Oro~eny; a proposed ~l_ ate tectonic model. 
In northwest France. Cogne (1962, 1974) sub-divided t he 
Precambrian rocks ' into the Pentevrien• a migmatized basement gneiss 
complex, and the Brioverien, a much less metamorphosed Late Precambr ian 
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sequence. The Brioverien contains blue schists, ophiolites, syn-
tectonic i ntrusive rocks, and sed1mentary and volcanic roc ks of 
"geosynclinal" aspect . These rocks represent a polyphase orogen, 
the Cadomian Orogen {Fig. 11), whose tectonic activity ceased in the 
Eocambrian and was generally sealed by late intrusion at 550 miLlion 
years (Coqne, 1962) . Similar belts of Precambrian orogenic activity 
occur in Spain, Western Africa, and eastern South America. 
I~ is here suggested that : (l) The Pentevrien basement 
gneisses are continuous with the basement rocks of the Welsh border-
lands, Anglesey, and southeast Ireland; th_us by inference with the 
' Bonavi sta Bay Gneiss Complex; (2) The Brioverien repre sents t he 
time equivalent of the cover rocks to the basement terrane of the 
Ga-nder and Avalon Zones i. e., Gander Group, Cullenstown Grou p , and 
bedded succession of Mona Comp l ex in the Gender Zone; pre-molasse 
vol canic and flyschoid rocks of the Avalon Zone; ( 3) the Cadonian 
Orogeny is responsible f or t he Precambrfan tectoni c development of 
the Gander (Ganderian Orogeny) and Avalon · (Avalonian Orogeny ) Zones . 
Traditionally the Avalon and Gander Zones are considered as 
part of theAppalachian system (a r~asonable prospect since t hey mark 
the southeast sid'e of that orogenic belt). However, in attributing 
the Precaut>ri an deve 1 opment of these zones to the Cadomian O~y, 
the following points might be coRsidered: 
l) The Gander and Avalon Zones have been subjected to Pre-
cambrian orogenic activity ; ·nhe Cador.1ian Orogeny is a major orogenic 
belt with a considerable Precambrian depositional and tectonic histo ry. 
.. 
I 
I 
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2) There is no hard evidence that the western marg in of the 
• 
Appalachian System was an established feature before Eocambrian time, 
with earliest tectonism being a Cambro-Ordovician event. In order 
.for the Avalon and Gander Zones to be depositionally and t ecton,.ically 
related to the Proto-Atlantic Ocean to the northwest, the western 
/ 
margin of that ocean would have to have been in existence well back 
into the Precarrorian. 
Note : The thick sequences of young Moine and Torr i donian Precambrian 
clastic rocks on the northwestern margin of the Caledonian Belt in 
Scotland do not necessarily imply oceanic crust of the same age to 
the southeast. The younger Dal radian rocks (Late Precanilrian-
O·rdovician) do however, imply a Proto-Atlantic Ocean active by 
Cambro-Ordovician tirae. 
3) Explanation of the Pr~canilrian development of the Gander 
.and Avalon Zones in relation to the Appalachian System involves the 
supposition that the Proto-Atlantic was the site of considerable plate 
a.ctivity {i .e. subduction) in the Late Proterozoic. The Cadomian 
Orogeny • on the other hand, is deroonstratab ly of the right age and 
suitably situated to explain both the occurrence and distribution of 
:he Gand\ r and Ava l o~ Zones . 
v The Avalon Zone is the largest of the tectonostratigraphic 
zones in t he Newfoundland Appalachians, being twice as wide as the 
I 
r es t of t~e ~rogen. This is probably due to rigid continental crust 
forming the basement of that zone, which might be considered as a 
mi c ro-pla~te. Also, the style of deformation of the western margin of 
/ 
... 
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the Ava 1 on Zqne, and the overprinting of the Gander' Zone by the same 
event is... special and perhaps unique. It is a widesp·read event whic h 
differs considerably from subsequent defll:lrmation. of the Gander Zone; 
these later struE:turty. ttave,a westwa-rd (Appalachian) generation and are f 
of limited eastward influence. The early low gra~e regional deforma-
tion of the Gander and A-valon Zones is thus viewed as no.~Appalachian; 
the Cadomian Orogeny is a positive alternative in exp\aning this 
orogen-ic event that produced the j~taposing of the Gander and Av~lon 
Zones. 
5) The Gander and Avalon Zones have been affected by Paleozoic 
processes related to tle Proto-Atlantic Ocean, i.e., the Avalon Zone 
became a stab 1 e p 1 a tform, the Gander Zone is redeformed ( o2 of Gander 
Grou~) and the Dover Fault is reactivated . 
The following model (Fig. 12) is proposed for the plate-
tectonic development of the Gander and Avalon Zones (witt\ particular 
reference to Newfoundland) : 
A/ At 800 m.y., the Cadomian Ocean is well developed. Continental 
crust {Pentevrien) is overlain by continental margin deposits 
(Brioverien). · subduction underneath Paleo-North America produces the 
earliest volcanic rocks now seen on th~ Avalon Zone. 
B/ Between 700-800 m.y., continued subduction of Cadomian oceanic 
crust occurs . This results in a small bad-arc basin, possibly 
situated upon ·an older zon,_~f _ weakness in the continental crust. In 
this way a micro-plate (A9on) is isolated from Paleo-North America. 
The Gander Group with a westward provenance, is deposited in the 
, 
l 
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gra~en- like back-arc basin (which need not be floored by a great 
expanse of oceanic crust). Volcanicity and associated sedimentation 
continues on the Avalon plate resu~ in deposition of love Cove, 
Harbour Main, Connecting Point and Conception Groups. 
Within the Paleo-North American Craton, already developed 
graben over zones of weakness in the crust have received sedimentation 
(Torridonian and Young Moines)". 
C! Near the end of the 600-700 m.y. period, the Cadomian Ocean is 
closed out. producin~ the Cadomian Orogen. This forces · the Avalon 
micro-plate back against Paleo-North America producing the Ganderian/ 
Avalonian Orogeny. The Dover Fault marks the juxtaposing of what 
is now the Avalon Zone with the main craton. 
During the Ganderian/Avalonian Orogeny, deformation is con-
centrated along the 11\il'rgin of the Avalon plate and Paleo-No·rth America . 
In this way the Love Cove and Connecting Point·Groups are much more 
deformed than their lateral equivalents toward the centre of the 
plate i . e., Harbour Main and Conception Groups . Likewise, the Gander 
Grou~ is deformed by the same regional compression. 
During the Late Precanbrian - Early Carrt>rian time the molasse 
rocks, i,e. Mllsgravetown Group and equivalents, are deposited in 
large fault controlled basins. They sit with marked unconformity on 
the western margin of the Avalon Zone. but n~ch less -so towards the 
. \ . 
~entre of the zone . Coeval with these deposits are centres of 
vol canicify. 
Around 600 m. y . distension , back within the Paleo-North 
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America Craton marks the initiation of Iapetus ,(the Proto-Atlantic 
Ocean). Dikes intrude the developing margin and earliest sediment-
ation occurs. 
Note : Iapetus may have originated along the earlier graben str-uctures 
which received the Young Moines arid Torridonian sedimentation. This 
would explain the position of the~e rocks underneath the Oalradian 
on the northwestern margin of the Caledonian system. 
D/ The Iapetus ocean is well esta~Jished between 500-600 m. y .. The 
western margin of the ocean is marked by the Fleur de Lys Supergroup 
(Dalradian) and platformal sediments, The eastern margin i s devel oped 
upon the Gander Zone which is now completely separated from Paleo-
North America. Sedimentation at this time upon the eastern margin is 
marked by the Bray Series (La~lugh, 1903) ,in southeast Ireland. 
The Gander i\nd Avalon Zones are part of a stable craton 
covered with platformal sediments. However, eastward subduction of 
Iapetus· oceanic crust causes vertical mOvement along the Dover Fault 
and locally, distension i.e., Fredericton Zone of New Brunswick 
developes. 
E/ Before 450 m.y. ophiolite, (the Gander Zone ultramafic belt) is 
abducted, possibly from a smail back-arc basin developed alo~ the 
eastern ll'drgin. This overiding slab imparts ifle high level recumf)ent 
structures to the Gander Group. The eastward influence of the 
deformation is controlled by t he limited advance of the ophiolite slab 
' 
· i n that d i recti on . 
, 
Post 450 m.y . , the Caradocian Davidsville Group is unconformably 
:_} 
1
. 
. 
., 
!. 
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deposited upon the tectonized margin . However, the margin is stil l 
somewhat unstable and this results i.n a "melange d~veloping) loc~ll y a t 
the base of the Davidsville Group . 
Renewed vertical movement along the Dover FauJt P,roduces 
major uplift ing of ·Gander Zone relative to Avalon Zone . In th i s way 
the Cambrian and younger platformal sediments and a large part of the 
Gander Group are stripped off . 
rigid . 
• 
Conclusion 
Th~timing of\ this event need not be 
" 
-
J 
The Cadomian Orogeny is responsible for the Precad>rian 
development of the Gander and Avalon Zones. Subsequent modifi cat i on 
occurs during the development of the Paleozoic Iapetus o,ean. 
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